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2 • President's Message 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
Welcome to Boise State University's 2009 Spring Commencement. This ceremony, in 
your honor, is our University's finest hour. Your years of hard work and dedication have paid 
off. The challenges set before you have been met after enduring countless late nights, lectures 
and exams. Another impressive class of Broncos is ready to make its mark on the world. 
To the graduates, we are very proud of you and your accomplishments, and we are 
committed to continually improving the academic profile of Boise State to ensure that 
you take pride in your alma mater. Boise State University is on the map and on the move. 
The value of the degree you will receive today will grow along with our reputation as a 
metropolitan research university of distinction. 
To the loved ones of the graduates, take pride in the accomplishments being recognized 
today given the supporting role you have played in the lives of our graduates. Without your 
love and support, this celebration may not have been possible at all. 
Finally, let us all remember that learning does not stop with graduation. The noble, 
lifelong pursuit of knowledge, enrichment and enlightenment is critical to a full and 
meaningful life. 
Thank you for placing your trust in Boise State University for your higher education 
aspirations. On behalf of the faculty, alumni, staff and students, let me be the first to offer a 
. heartfelt congratulations and best wishes for a bright future. 
Go Broncos! 
Sincerely, 
Bob Kustra 
President 
Boise State University 
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY 
With record student enrollment, new 
academic buildings, additional degree programs 
and an expanding research portfolio, Boise State 
University is The New U Rising. Growth in all 
these areas has been the defining characteristic in 
recent years for the largest university in Idaho. 
Boise State is in the midst of a 
transformation that nurtures its traditional 
teaching strengths while expanding its 
capabilities in research and scholarly activity. 
This is not a revolution, but instead an 
evolution that reflects the integral part Boise 
State plays in contributing to the quality oflife in the Treasure Valley and beyond. 
The campus community has embraced this opportunity to grow, change and flourish. Boise State is 
establishing itself as a university distinct in the West with the implementation of its Charting the Course 
strategic vision, Campus Master Plan for facilities, and Initiative for Athletic Excellence. 
Boise State has embarked on a mission to become a metropolitan research university of distinction. Its 
efforts are focused on: 
• Providing a quality undergraduate experience 
• Offering more graduate programs 
• Enhancing and expanding its research mission 
• Forging partnerships that contribute to regional growth and development 
• Providing a center for cultural and intellectual exchange that enriches the community 
Boise State's broad range of undergraduate programs and several highly regarded programs at the graduate 
level make it an institution that can meet the educational needs of many. Boise State features academic 
programs in eight colleges: Arts and Sciences, Business and Economics, Education, Engineering, Graduate 
Studies, Health Sciences, Social Sciences and Public Affairs, and Larry G. Selland College of Applied 
Technology. Students can study abroad, participate in one of the largest internship programs in the Northwest 
and work with professors on cutting edge research in a variety of fields. 
With an enrollment of nearly 20,000 students, Boise State is a progressive learning-oriented, student-
focused university dedicated to excellence in teaching, innovative research, leadership development and 
community service. These students are benefiting from a renewed emphasis on the undergraduate experience 
and reaching graduation day better prepared for the challenges of the 21 st century. 
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PROGRAM 
Spring Commencement + May 16, 2009 + 10:00 a.m. 
Prelude Music ................................................. Boise State University Symphonic Winds, John King, Director 
, 
Processional: Pomp and Circumstance .............................................. Boise State University Symphonic Winds 
Audience pletlSe stand during the processional 
Presentation of Colors. .................. ...... .......... .................................. ........ City of Boise Police Pipes & Drums 
Audience pletlSe stand during the presentation of colors. ROTC Honor Color Guard, Boise State Bronco Battalion 
National Anthem ................................................................ .. .................................. Boise Police Honor Guard 
Audience pletlSe stand during the national anthem. 
Welcome and Introductory Remarks................ ... .................. .............................. Robert W. Kustra, President 
Welcome from the State Board............ .......... .................................. Milford Terrell, State Board of Education 
Recognition of Emeriti .............................. Sona K. Andrews, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Presentation of Honorary Doctorate ..................................................................... Bethine Church, Recipient 
Student Address. ....................... .... ....... .......... ......... ......................... ..................... .................... Hailey Wilson 
Conferring of Degrees ........................................................... .............................. Robert W. Kustra, President 
Presentation of Degrees ....................... ..... Sona K. Andrews, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Graduate College ............................................................. Jack Pelton, Dean. Alfred Dufty, Associate Dean 
College of Arts and Sciences .............. ....................... Martin Schimpf, Dean. Helen Lojek, Associate Dean 
College of Business and Economics .......... Patrick Shannon, Dean. Diane Schooley-Pettis, Associate Dean 
College of Education .............................................. : .... Diane Boothe, Dean. Ross Vaughn, Associate Dean 
College of Engineering ................. John Gardner, Associate Vice President. Janet Callahan, Associate Dean 
College of Health Sciences ............................................ James Girvan, Dean. Sarah Toevs, Associate Dean 
College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs.......... Melissa Lavitt, Dean. Shelton Woods, Associate Dean 
Larry G. Selland College of Applied Technology ............... Vera McCrink, Dean. Sue Madarieta, Manager, 
Center for Business & Management Technology 
Closing Music: The Road Not Taken .................. ................. Meistersingers directed by Philemon Theodorou, 
Recessional and Honor March: Golden Jubilee.... ............................ Boise State University Symphonic Winds 
Audience pletlSe stand during the recessional. 
Gathering to follow on the Intramural Field adjacent to the Appleton Tennis Complex. 
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GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
Robert W. Kustra 
GOVERNOR OF IDAHO 
The Honorable c.L. "Butch" Otter 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR BOISE STATE 
Paul C. Agidius, President, Moscow 
Richard Westerberg, Vice President, Preston 
Kenneth Edmunds, Secretary, Twin Falls 
Roderic W. Lewis, Boise 
Don Soltman, Coeur d'Alene 
Milford Terrell, Boise 
Tom Luna, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Boise 
Mike Rush, Executive Director 
Office of the State Board of Education 
Sona K. Andrews 
Boise State University President Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Stacy Pearson 
Vice President for Finance and Administration 
Michael Laliberte 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
Jack Pelton 
Dean of the Graduate College 
Patrick Shannon 
Dean of the College of Business and Economics 
Cheryl Schrader 
Dean of the College of Engineering 
Melissa Lavitt 
Dean of the College of Social Sciences 
and Public Affairs 
Mark Wheeler 
Dean of Extended Studies 
Mark Rudin 
Vice President for Research 
Howard Smith 
Vice President for University Advancement 
Martin Schimpf 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Diane Boothe 
Dean of the College of Education 
J ames Girvan 
Dean of the College of Health Sciences 
Vera McCrink 
Dean of the Larry G. Selland College 
of Applied Technology 
Marilyn Moody 
Dean of University Libraries 
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FACULTY MARSHAL 
Will Rainford, President, Faculty Senate 
The Marshal carries the University Mace, symbol of responsibility and authority. 
STUDENT MARSHALS 
GRADUATE COLLEGE 
Mahesh Balasubramanian 
Benjamin Suah Cooper 
Eileen Robin DeShazo 
Katherine Elizabeth Penchansky 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Stacy Lynn Hollingsworth 
Emma L. McInturff 
Amanda Reed Micheletty 
Anna Rebekah Shinn 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
AND ECONOMICS 
Tyson R. Berg 
Denise Irene Buske 
Matthew Lee Maurer 
Melissa Ann Warwick 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Lindsay D. Dixon 
Alyssa Anne Draves 
Tamara Sue Nitz 
Julia Florence Wilson 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Ryan Sterling Bedell 
Arturo Gutierrez 
John Thomas Hernandez 
Emily Perri 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES 
Kristin Marie Brown 
Lindsey Beth Engelhardt 
Micaela M. Moad 
Patricia Marie Wagner 
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Theotosca B. Cook-Brown 
Pankhuree R. Dube 
Jenna Malia Marshall 
Christina Marie Perry 
LARRY G. SELLAND 
COLLEGE OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY 
Megan Hyun Bachini 
Abigail Marie Ollie 
Bernedeane Therese Treanor 
Brett Richard Vanbuskirk 
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HONORARY DOCTORATE 
BETHINE CHURCH 
Bethine Church's autobiography titled, "A Lifelong Affair: My Passion for People and Politics," 
describes her life. Born in 1923, Bethine's father was Chase Clark who served as Governor and a 
Federal Judge in Idaho. From 1942-43, Bethine attended Boise Junior College and graduated in 1945 
from the University of Michigan with a major in sociology. As a student at Boise High School, Bethine 
met Frank Church, whom she married in 1947 at the Robinson Bar Ranch, homesteaded on the 
Salmon River by her family. 
In 1956, Frank Church was elected to the U.S. Senate, where he served for 24 years and was 
Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee. During his tenure, Bethine was often called the "third 
Senator" from Idaho because of her active partnership in the Senate. With the Senator, she traveled 
the world and campaigned with him for President in 1976. After the Senator's death in 1984, Bethine 
returned to live fulltime in Idaho, where she has remained fully engaged in public life. 
Bethine was the founder and president of the Sawtooth Society established to protect the Sawtooth National Recreation 
Area. She chairs The Frank Church Institute, which sponsors annual conferences, a professor and scholarships at Boise State 
University. She continues to mentor Democratic candidates for local, state and federal office. 
Bethine has two sons, Forrest Church, who served as the minister of All Souls Unitarian Church in New York for 30 years; 
and Chase Church, who graduated from BSU in 1999 with a major in communications. She has six grandchildren, including 
her grandson, Andrew Church, who will be a freshman this fall at Boise State University. 
Listed as one of the 100 most influential Idahoans for several years, she is the seventh person to receive an honorary 
doctorate from Boise State. 
STUDENT SPEAKER 
HAILEY WILSON, a health studies major with a minor in biology, has consistently achieved high 
levels of academic success, which combined with her extracurricular and research activities, embody 
the best traits of Boise State University's student body. 
Wilson is from Lapwai, a community on the Nez Perce Reservation in Idaho. For her, going 
to college was not an option. It was something that she knew she had to do. Her family always 
emphasized the value of an education as a means to help herself and her community. 
Determined and hard working, Wilson plans to attend medical school and study general medicine. 
It is her goal to return to the reservation to help make her community a better place. Working in rural 
areas where health services are not available is important to her. She values family and community, 
and they are what drive her to do what she does. It's not about striving to achieve personal success, but 
rather it's about achieving success for the benefit of others. 
A Top Ten Scholar, WilsQn has been involved in many extracurricular activities including serving as president for the 
Intertribal Native Council for the last two years where she helped the club become more involved in campus and community 
activities. She has also volunteered at the Lapwai Boys and Girls club for the last five years. In 2007, she interned in a 
molecular epidemiology lab at the Harvard School of Public Health. 
"Hailey is the epitome of a great student, but more importantly, a great person who has embraced all that college could be 
and enthusiastically plans to make positive contributions in the future," said Glenda Hill, director of pre-professional studies 
who, along with Ed Baker, professor in the community and environmental health department, nominated her for the honor of 
speaking at commencement. 
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BOISE STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES 
Doctor of Education, Curriculum 
& Instruction 
Cherie Jolene Dockstader 
Marybeth Flachbart 
Lisa Louise Kinnaman 
Linda Fay Kirby 
Brian Whitney 
Master of Science, Accountancy 
Alan Martin Anderson 
Krista Diane Hegstrom 
Qi Li 
Jordan Michael White 
Master of Science, Accountancy, 
Taxation 
Ka Man Schoettger 
Master of Arts, Anthropology 
Tayana Biche-oolovna Arakchaa 
Tedd Duane Jacobs 
Robert Chancey Karinen 
Master of Applied Historical Research 
Joshua Michael Bernard 
Alissa Kathryn Peterson 
Master of Education, Bilingual Education 
Liliana Carreon 
Raquel Cervantes 
Monica Leigh Musick-Johansen 
Master of Arts, Biology 
Kristine Marie Barney 
Theresa Lynn Jenkins 
Matthew Eric Myers 
Master of Science, Biology 
Patrick Sean Aranda 
Molly Elizabeth Bench 
Jason Robert Besecker 
Katie Lea Busscher 
Michael Christopher Davis 
Pamela Sue Hess 
Nathan Hoskins 
GRADUATE COLLEGE 
Temsha Huttanus 
Ashley Kay Masterson 
Joshua Paul White 
Rebecca Charlene Young 
Master of Business Administration 
Damian Francis Bakula 
Suzanne Elizabeth Bankhead 
Justin A Boyd 
Kortney Dianne Brown 
Jared Dale Browning 
Herbert Todd Criner 
Jon Patrick Daley 
Mike Thomas Gallup 
Matthew James Germane 
Jason Michael Glitz 
Jake Linn Grater 
Brian Vincent Jerrel 
Aaron Torness Johnson 
Nicolas Hisashi Kawaguchi 
Lisa Marie Keating 
Lisa Marie Kenyon 
Christina Michelle King 
Mark Andrew Onnen 
Xaviery Orlando Story 
Master of Engineering, Civil Engineering 
Matthew Robert Blake 
Thomas Clayton Ellestad 
Master of Science, Civil Engineering 
Katrina Elsie Ladd 
Master of Arts, Communication 
Katie Lynn Bohannon 
Stephanie Mae Jones 
Ashutosh Mishra 
Randall Floyd Reese 
Maria Elvira Tirante Rollins 
Wayne Erik Rysavy 
Ryan Stauffer Scott 
Danielle Ashley Verhulp 
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Master of Engineering, Computer 
Engineering 
Vitaliy Zakaznikov 
Master of Science, Computer Science 
Sowjanya Kamatam 
Pallayya Sarma Karra 
Makhosana Mbongeni Ngazimbi 
John David Prestwich 
Rajasree Shyam 
Julien Charles Victor Thibault 
Master of Arts, Counseling 
Nekane Felisa Arrieta 
David Scott Atkins 
Joan Emily Atkins 
Katrina C Bradbury 
Sarah Kate Czaja 
Lianna Rae Erickson 
Danielle Renee Haener 
Christina Marie Kane 
Tabitha Brook Navarro 
Jennifer Linn Roman 
Jodi Lynn Shoemaker 
Kristi Kay Skeem 
Master of Fine Arts, Creative Writing 
Ann Therese Braley-Smith 
Steffen Alexander Brown 
Bradley Aaron Cook 
David Peter Nicholas 
Susan Bruns Rowe 
Naomi Beth Tarle 
Jason R Walsh 
April Wolfe 
Master of Arts, Criminal Justice 
Nichole Heather Franklin 
Nichole Jolein Gerhard 
Marianne Hudson 
Katherine E Orcher 
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Master of Education, Early Childhood 
Studies 
Joylynn Alicia Haffner 
Douglas Scott Neff 
Ellen Lee Neff 
Jingyi Zhang 
Master of Arts, Education, Curriculum 
& Instruction 
Michelle D Devine 
LaRona Rachelle Ezell 
Zachary Mark Ingersoll 
Teresa Lynn Isom 
Elizabeth Kiester 
Melissa Marlon-Maini 
Master of Arts, Education, Curriculum 
& Instruction, Option: Physical Education 
Mark D DeBord 
Andrew Gary Sell 
Trevor Glenn Shelton 
Master of Arts, Education, Early 
Childhood Studies 
Amy Michelle Dickerson 
Master of Science, Education, Educational 
Technology 
William Ralph Berry Jr 
Hailey Dawn Croft 
Joshua Lee Decker 
Chris Daniel Florez 
Charles Eric Frode 
Bryan Michael Kirby 
Annette Y McFarlin 
Craig Lee Miller 
Deborah A Riley 
David Andrew Ten Eyck 
Master of Arts, Education, Reading 
Danielle Renee Konkol 
Amanda Lynn Lowe 
Master of Education, Educational 
Leadership 
Anna Michele Bradshaw 
Tammy Alexandria Burks 
Warren E Hull 
Gina Mari Lockwood 
Shannon Lynn Loree 
Elizabeth Moore 
Stephanie Marie Pirc 
Larry Trent Reynolds 
Donene Ellen Rognlie 
Casey Jean Schlienz 
David Ryan Sparks 
Waylon Dee Yarbrough 
Angela Diane Young 
Master of Educational Technology 
Cynthia Ann Bowers 
Mark Carter Frank 
Elizabeth McWatty Heim 
Patrice Marie McCloskey 
Cory James Plough 
Jedediah Joseph Smith 
Master of Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering 
Aruna Vadla 
Master of Science, Electrical Engineering 
Mahesh Balasubramanian 
Master of Arts, English, English Education 
Emphasis 
Samantha Archibald Mora 
Ruth Anna Spooner 
Master of Arts, English, Literature 
Christy Clement Claymore Vance 
Angela Marie Gott 
Jessica Rae Henderson 
Patricia Helen Little 
Sarah Beth McGuire 
David Russell Scott 
Bridgett Suzanne VanDerwaiker 
Melissa Ann Vargas 
Master of Arts, English, Rhetoric and 
Composition Emphasis 
Elizabeth Chilbert 
Justin M Endow 
Zachery William Koppelmann 
Master of Science, Exercise and 
Sports Studies 
Christina Elise Carlson 
Benjamin Suah Cooper 
Nilesh Deochandrao Pawar 
Master of Science, Geology 
Ashley Virginia Dack 
John Henry Dye 
Nathan Alfred Nelson 
Kyle Philip Tumpane 
Master of Science, Geophysics 
Murari Khatiwada 
Master of Health Science 
Abdulaziz Saleh Alshehri 
Joanna Lee Callahan 
Cynthia Lou Clinkingbeard 
Hannah Kathryn Crumrine 
Melissa Ann Dilley 
Dixie Lea Durham 
Elizabeth Ann Feezor 
Gail Marie Gore 
Russell D Kite 
Johanna Ruth Kratt 
Christina Ann Olsen 
Carol Ann Pack 
Katherine Elizabeth Penchansky 
Joshua Louis Servatius 
Nicole Simone Stickney 
Master of Arts, History 
William Raymond John Anderson 
Joseph M Kurth 
Kelly Merle Orgill 
Olivia Anne Umphrey 
Karen I Wadley 
Master of Science, Hydrologic Sciences 
Aurele Lamontagne 
Jennifer S Wilson 
Master of Business Administration, 
Information Technology Management 
Mark Perry Fitzgerald 
Daniel James Oliver 
Master of Science, Instructional 
& Performance Technology 
Michael Anthony Cameron 
Karen Lynn Carleton 
Christina Dianne Caswell 
Carlos Diaz 
James Bryan Dunn 
Monty A Fleenor 
Holly Beth Foster 
Jodene Ann Gilman 
Cindy Knight 
Todd Joseph LeFebvre 
Sheila Denise McCray 
Jennifer Joan O 'Hartigan 
Gloria Ortiz 
William Joesph Piersol 
Ronald C Smith Jr 
Consuelo Solis-Garcia 
Maureen Elizabeth Stebner 
Kelcey Elise Stewart 
Douglas Gordon Sturges 
Kevin Curtis Taylor 
Master of Science, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Mohammed Ghurmallah Alghamdi 
Saeed Mohammed Alqahtani 
Mindy Elizabeth Bennett 
Mark A Snodgrass 
Master of Science, Management 
Information Systems 
Peter Allyn Jurhs 
Master of Engineering, Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Patrick Michael Flynn 
Master of Science, Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Morgan Gregory Davis 
Jemima Fernandez 
Master of Science, Mathematics 
Bertram Thorman Martin 
Neill Brian McGrath 
Cap Christian Petschulat 
Eric Paul Smith 
Jason Michael Smith 
Master of Science, Mathematics Education 
Todd Stephen Fogdall 
Cindy Lynn Shaw 
Master of Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering 
Katy Rose Baker 
Master of Music, Music, Pedagogy 
Rebecca Janette Clark 
Jenny Canaday Jones 
Master of Music, Music, Performance 
Jerusha Lynn Cox 
Jacob Kalt Nielsen 
Johann Manuel Vargas 
Master of Public Administration 
Mark Gerard Bathrick 
Colby Fife Cameron 
Kristine Marie Collins 
Eileen Robin DeShazo 
Catherine Lois Dickinson 
Christina Marie Fenske 
Seth Bigler Grigg 
Jennifer E Jones 
Zulfira Djaborovna Pulorova 
Judy Lee Sargent 
Russell James Slater 
Master of Science, Raptor Biology 
Steven E Alsup 
Melanie Dawn Berg 
William Hanlon Keeley 
Scott A Kimball 
Kathlyn Jean McVey 
Rbonda Finch Smith 
Matthew Joseph Stuber 
Martina Irene Zucchini 
Master of Social Work 
Andrea Rebecca Adams 
Josie Kaitlin-Therese Ambroson 
Kathryn Colleen Best 
Maite Biain 
Glenn Curtis Blankenship 
Richard James Boyce 
Nathan Stephen Breithaupt 
Katie Lynn Brown 
Kathy Lynn Browning 
Cheryl Lynne Buckner 
Davey Tuck Burrell 
Magdalena Maria Caudillo-Loza 
Ronda Kay Cox 
Scott Alan Crandell 
Ned Baker Crofts 
Amanda Crowther 
Laura Jo Curtis 
Celeste Monique De Vore 
Tracy Marie Delgado 
Kimi Jo Eames 
Christina Pauline Edmonson 
Tiffany A Finateri 
Marjean Mae Flowers-Hazen 
Beth Ann Forbes 
Kristen Lauren Freund 
Mirella Garcia 
Julie Anne Graham 
Anne Marie Henna 
Maria Elena Hernandez-McDonald 
Danielle Renee Human 
Donald Timothy Jones 
Aminata Kanakomo 
Misty Rae Klatt 
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Michael Louis LaRocco 
Royce Ann Landaluce 
Connie Lou Lloid 
Alison Magagna 
Michael S Milligan 
Kimberlee Barrett Minter 
Russell Conor O'Leary 
Heather LeAnne Olds 
Susan A Olszewski 
Michaela Megan Omel 
Ashlee Theresa Peila 
Marissa Nicole Pierce 
Gregory Warren Plano 
Jason Kendall Pope 
Dorothy Karen Quade-Lyman 
Gisella Suzanne Quigley 
Ricardo Ramirez 
Anna Lycette Ruiz 
Stanley Stephen Sanders II 
Angela Norene Sheldon 
Cindy Shotswell 
Kristin Marie Smith 
Heather Mhairi Steimlosk 
Dusty Duke Telford 
Christy Joy Thomas 
Amy Marlaine Thompson 
Cecilee Torres 
Leona Mae Tsinajinnie 
Sandra Lyn Vollmer 
Patricia Sanae Weires 
Cynthia Lee Wikle 
Jennifer Rebecca Wolfe 
Tara Wright 
Master of Arts, Special Education 
Valerie Louise Goldade 
Carrie Lisa Semmelroth 
Master of Education, Special Education 
Lisa Leigh Beymer 
Stacey Rose Hammar 
Rebecca Ann McLenna 
M aster of Arts, Technical Communication 
Michael Patrick Markley 
Mary Jeanne Miller 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Science, Applied Mathematics 
Gregory Allen Barnett 
Peter Francis Campbell 
Daniel Alex Simenc 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education 
Carissa Alice Parkhurst 
Bachelor of Science, Biology 
Emily Jean Barnhart 
Nicholas Bock 
Leigh V Castillo 
Timothy Angelo Magazino 
Michael James McKim 
Rachel Elizabeth Nutting 
Caitlin Carol Otto 
Abby Lynn Siebert 
Matt James Wolter 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Ecology 
Emphasis 
Lucas Marben 
Matthew Stephen Schmasow 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Human 
Biology Emphasis 
Jaymelynn Robin Andersen 
Jacqueline Nicole DeWane 
Jeremy David Eaton 
Devin Michelle Laky 
Charissa L Mcclanahan 
Ryan Alan Morton 
Jacob Truman Smith 
Justin Luke Smith 
Mallory Sullivan 
Trevor Eli Tafoya 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Microbiology 
Emphasis 
Charles Howard Cato 
Rachel Erin Shinn 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Molecular 
and Cell Biology Emphasis 
Shaun C Magnuson 
Andrew Jacob Ormond 
Kelli Marie Pease 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Secondary 
Education 
Dawn Michelle Engle 
Bachelor of Science, Biology, Zoology 
Emphasis 
Jacqueline Nicole DeWane 
Trina C Patel 
Holly Anne Purdy 
Krista Summers 
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, 
ACS certified Biochemistry Emphasis 
Emma L McInturff 
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, 
Biochemistry Emphasis 
Konrad Christopher Billetz 
Wesley Eugene Owings 
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, 
Professional Emphasis 
Richard M Cox 
Benjamin Arthur Parker 
Bachelor of Arts, Communication/English, 
Humanities/Rhetoric Emphasis 
Gloria Jean Ingalls 
Shaun Michale King 
Brian K Mayer 
Bachelor of Arts, Communication/English, 
Journalism Emphasis 
Jennifer Lynn Dunmire 
Dale William Eisinger 
Jad Holly Gere 
Bachelor of Science, Earth Science 
Education 
Andrew Benjamin Egan 
Bachelor of Arts, English, Linguistics 
Emphasis 
Brittany Megan Bogue 
Nicholas Dean Edward Busbee 
Jillian Grace Johnson 
Thaddeus Michael Marks 
Kimberly Michelle Price 
Anna Rebekah Shinn 
Kelly Minori Yoshida 
Bachelor of Arts, English, Literature 
Emphasis 
Mykel Augusta Barrie 
Jennifer Kristin Balkcom 
Angela Marie Early 
Emily Christine Haney 
Leslie Ann Haxton 
Erica Ann Martz 
Amanda Reed Micheletty 
Erin Jennifer Paxton 
Adam Robert Peterson 
Kayla V Ruiz 
Gretchen Paige Slack 
Eryn Lea Turner 
Heather-Lynn Wagner 
Lyndi Clare Ward 
Shaun Micheal Whitney 
Andrea Kara Woodall 
Bachelor of Arts, English Teaching 
Jason J Dubose 
Jenessa Lynn Harrison 
Misty Danielle Hunt 
Kari Edna James 
Joshua Daniel MacDonald 
Andrea C Marjonen 
Daniel Todd McNeese 
JennaM Rade 
Carey Michelle Smith 
Janette Lynn Stevenson 
Jessi Ann Webster 
Julia Lynn Withers 
Bachelor of Arts, English, Technical 
Communication Emphasis 
Emily Ruth Berriochoa 
Leah C Ellison 
LindaD Paul 
Bachelor of Arts, English, Writing 
Emphasis 
Joseph Michael Connell 
Fredrick Richard Coonrod 
Rachel Louise Davis 
Jacob Carl Hansen 
Craig Alan Hilpert 
Stacy Lynn Hollingsworth 
Jason Daniel Kauffman 
Brad WKelly 
Jamie K Lange 
Christopher James Lewis 
Erica Ann Martz 
Andrew James Mauzy 
Dawn Michell Ramirez 
Toby S Reynolds 
EmilyC Ryan 
Lily Struchen 
Samantha Marie Sturman 
Stacey Anne Thompson 
Deanna Kaye Tollefson 
Reggie Douglas Townley 
Naomi Helene Washburn 
. Marijane Weitensteiner 
Bachelor of Arts, Environmental Studies 
Tina Louise Elayer 
Bachelor of Arts, French 
Brittany Megan Bogue 
Lucita Renee Brown 
Jillian Grace Johnson 
Masa Mitosevic-Kyprianou 
Bachelor of Science, Geosciences, Geology 
Emphasis 
Erika Elisabeth Akin 
Stephanie Nicole Judy 
Bachelor of Science, Geosciences, 
Hydrology Emphasis 
Andrew Milton Gault 
Benjamin Edward McVeigh 
Bachelor of Arts, German 
Heather Anne Meyer 
Buffy Christine Naillon 
Andrea Marie Phillips 
Andrea Kara Woodall 
Bachelor of Arts, Graphic Design 
Piper Ann Lester 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Graphic Design 
John Vernon Briggs 
Jaclyn Renee Elo 
Heather Renee English 
Cody Leo Evans 
Sarah Lynn Gridley 
Sarah Marie McCarthy 
Stephen R Norell 
Sarah Kathryn Talbert 
May Thuzar 
Theresa Kwan Chun Worl 
Bachelor of Arts, History of Art and Visual 
Culture 
Annika Lise Anderson 
Sarah Elizabeth Coker 
Carrie Gibson 
Natalie Suzanne Rhodes 
Allison Rae Talboy 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Illustration 
Mark William Carpineta 
Irl Allen Gladfelter 
Jennifer Teresa Lara 
Bachelor of Arts, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Kumi Takashima 
Bachelor of Science, Interdisciplinary 
Studies 
Devin Bryan Erickson 
Bachelor of Science, Mathematics 
Scott D Butte 
Justin Andrew Chown 
Jeremy David Eaton 
Kenneth Roy Hunter 
Valentin Humberto Samano 
Robert C Schreiber 
Travis Henry Steele 
Zachary Paul Westerfield 
Craig Payson Whitten 
Bradley Scott Wilder 
Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics, Secondary 
Education 
Robert J Seals 
Bachelor of Science, Mathematics, 
Secondary Education 
Kimberly M Bannon 
Marshanne Lois Bates 
Shannon Rebecca Erickson 
Elsina Kristine Ericson 
Ernie Michael Garrison 
Stephanie Ann Hyde 
Kathleen M Isaacson 
Ryan Thomas Josephson 
Frank James Pippen 
Mary Emily Ringer 
Christen Lee Rowles 
Ty Cody Schmidt 
Bachelor of Arts, Music 
Benjamin J Aird 
Natalie Blair Hoover 
Bachelor of Music, Music, Composition 
Edward David Stumpp 
Bachelor of Music, Music Education 
Rebekah Edith Bishop 
Patricia Kristine Howerton 
Leah Rose Pentland 
Brittney Morgan Rhinehart 
David Truxal Tomasini 
Bachelor of Music, Music, Performance 
Nikolaus M Combs 
Rayla French 
Jeff Steven Gander 
Breanna Snow Russell 
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Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy 
Nathan J Agenbroad 
Jesse Oliver Barnum 
Scott Vincent Perry 
Justin M Ranger 
Valentin Humberto Samano 
Lily Struchen 
Deena Marie T vinnereim 
Bachelor of Science, Physics 
Robert C Schreiber 
Paul Jonathan Turner 
Chadd B Van Komen 
Bachelor of Arts, Spanish 
Yuriana Barroso 
Martha Betancourt 
Lupita N Connor 
Robert Paul Davis 
Nicolas Adrian Diaz 
Holly Anne Doolittle 
Mirta A Estevez 
Erika Ferreira Ramirez 
Angela Rene Frith 
Angela Andrea Gomez Romero 
Landon Kelly Grange 
Bart Dudley Griffin 
Anne Marie Gutierrez 
Joni Collett Harter 
Kelly A Knapp 
DanaMMcKee 
Caitlin Carol OttO 
Casey Dean Pye 
Branden Matthew Rudd 
Rhonda L Schaff 
Joseph Schaffer 
Anna Rebekah Shinn 
Scott Preston Van Dusen 
Teresa Vazquez 
Jessica Ann Verbanac 
Josu Antxon Zubizarreta 
Bachelor of Arts, Spanish, Secondary 
Education 
Maria Helena Aseguinolaza 
Jennifer Anne Sawmiller 
Christie Lynn Traylor 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, 
Dance Option 
Nicole York 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, 
Design Option 
Jacklyn Mariah Carter 
Christopher Stuart Taylor 
14 • Undergraduate Degrees 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, Directing 
Option 
Kathleen M Burdick 
Sarah Ann Gardner 
Heather Anne Meyer 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, Dramatic 
Writing Option 
Kelley Melissa Stultz 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, 
Performance Option 
Bradford Nicholas Doolittle 
Sarah E Egbert 
Sarah Ann Gardner 
Jodi Marie Perry 
Bachelor of Arts, Visual Art 
Lindsey Annette Batteen 
Jimmie Keith Mays 
Christi-Ann Payne 
Katherine Jane Shaffer 
Scott Durand Viafore 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, 
Art Metals Emphasis 
Penny S Harrison 
Yarrow Joy Miller 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Ceramics 
Emphasis 
Kyler Nelson Martz 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, 
Interdisciplinary Art Studio Emphasis 
Dawn Louise Wolfgram Lea 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, 
Photography Emphasis 
Phyllis Rheanne Dudley 
Priscilla Marie Grover 
Jessica Janes 
Associate of Arts 
DianaM Cox 
Julie R Grapatin 
James Thomas Hadlock 
Rodney Katl Kaesemeyer 
Samantha Jo Nancolas 
Suzanne Michelle Palmer 
Carol B Reagle 
Carrie Noel Reed 
Cherstin A Rigby 
Veda Shirin Roberts 
Brittany Ann Smidt 
Jaimee M Stansberry 
Kristina Strayer 
Michael Vellotti 
Kristee J Ward 
Associate of Science 
Kelly Marie Adrian 
Koreana Nicole Aird 
Jessica Amani 
Shannielle Louise Black 
Kate Elizabeth Christiaens 
Lupita N Connor 
Chrystalyn Marie Coulter 
Keith M Danielsen 
Marketta Anquinetta Davis 
Danielle Dalynn Devries 
Elaine Hope Gloeckle 
Erin Ruth Grover 
Julia Nadine Hatmaker 
Steven Joel Hudspeth 
Ashlyn K Hutter 
Veronica Ronni Hymas 
Sladana Ilic 
Kate Jerri Kennedy 
Shawn Michael Malone 
Ruth C Massie 
Ryan Kent Moody 
Danielle Michelle Morrison 
Melanie Sefra Morse 
Bethany Anne Nash 
Christopher Alan-Anthony Nicholas 
Joslin Porter 
Jessica J Purviance 
Kelly Charles Roark 
Cali Daniel Smith 
Christopher Raymond Vorhes 
Jeffrey Cody Wolff 
Jessica L Wong 
Kiersten Kay Worthington 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS 
Bachelor of Arts, Accountancy 
Brenda Sue Helgerson 
Kata R Leininger 
Dannielle Ruth Riley 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Accountancy 
Lynette Ann Adsitt 
Jayson Alfred Arrington 
Elizabeth B Barker 
Senad Berberistanin 
Tyson R Berg 
Cornelius Robert Brackett 
Cameron Joseph Colgan 
Christopher Christian Connelly 
Devin Matthew Dascenzo 
Nicholas Lowell Fugal 
Hollie Michelle Gower 
Truong Ngoc Ha 
Jordan B Hansen 
Ken Xuan Hoang 
Kathleen Evans Hurley 
Patricia Hurst 
Joshua Gordon Jackson 
Jeffrey Lance Jenkins 
David Nephi Kearsley 
Tenley Gabrielle Kim 
Neal Andrew Koskella 
Timari Ann Kulm 
John Barrett Lamm 
Allison M Lang 
Andrea L Lasley 
Kari LeAnne Lawrence 
Adam Michael Leavitt 
Jun Li 
Richard Wesley McAllister 
Michael Paul McMullin 
Raymond Matthew McVey 
Jordan Christopher Miller 
Jacob Mathias Mills 
Elizabeth A Nielson 
Timothy John Norris 
Michelle Hope Orr 
Sheila Marie Peterson 
Janice Lynn Prestwich 
Monte Lee Quast 
Branden Matthew Rudd 
John Christian Salmon 
Therese Cecillia Schwenkler 
Courtney Burnetta Smith 
Sandra Lynn Swigart 
Shiloh Marie Tolman 
Regan Ann Walker 
Steven Michael Wargo 
Adam Michael Warr 
Melissa Ann Warwick 
Ashley A Williams 
Nathan Carl Williamson 
Zachary Ryan Wilson 
Bachelor of Science, Accountancy 
Craig Gaylen Brown 
Kevin D Haro 
Suzanne Jones 
Brian Benjamin Stites 
Thomas Shaw Swartz 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Accountancy-Finance 
Drew William Bisterfeldt 
Heather Ann Koppelmann 
Jeremy Travis Lythgoe 
Maegan Lynn Miller 
Stanley Sarapanich 
Brendon W Smith 
Benjamin L Watkins 
Melisa Li Wong 
Samantha Ray Young 
Bachelor of Science, Accountancy-Finance 
Kevin James Movius 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Accountancy, Internal Audit Option 
Jacob Samuel Emery 
Timothy Wayne Sturges 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Business Economics 
Jaclyn Elizabeth Breske 
Sonja Coleman 
Joel D Fadel 
Melissa K Keyser 
Amanda Renee Morrison 
John Eric Thomas 
Andrew Lee Townsend 
John Warren VanDyke 
Adam J Vergne 
Matthew J Vook 
Bachelor of Science, Computer 
Information Systems 
Sean Michael Jones 
Bachelor of Arts, Economics 
Nathaniel Lawrence Clayville 
Kyler James 
Robert Jay Kabel 
Matthew Lee Maurer 
Daniel Alex Simenc 
Benjamin Lloyd Stoddard 
Bachelor of Arts, Economics, Quantitative 
Emphasis 
Craig Matthew Marley 
Bachelor of Arts, Economics, 
Social Studies, Secondary Education 
Emphasis 
Andrew Donald Morris 
Jamie Lorenzo Oster 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Finance 
Brett Anderson 
Joshua Chase Bates 
Tyson R Berg 
Timothy A Brady 
Jeremy Branch 
Jessica Jayne Castaneda 
Warren Glenn Christensen 
Hieu Trong Dao 
Jaromy Michael Emery 
Truong Ngoc Ha 
John Thomas Hawley 
Jeremy Paul Haynes 
Nicholas T Katseanes 
Erron Vincent Kearns 
Rosalina M Leon 
Paul Joseph Lucariello 
Eric Michael Maier 
Jordan Christopher Miller 
KC Miyasako 
Elizabeth A Nielson 
Shawn R ONeill 
Blake M Poole 
Branden Matthew Rudd 
John Christian Salmon 
Joanna Mae St Clair 
Brianna Marie Van Mieghem 
Melissa Ann Warwick 
Bachelor of Arts, General Business 
Patricia Ann Foss-Cameron 
Spencer Scott Frc::edman 
Rachael Lanell Phillips 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
General Business 
Troy G Barnum 
Corey Ray Berg 
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Krystal Fay Biss 
Stephanie H Bradshaw 
Brian Coy Brown 
Amanda K Brumbach 
Morna E Campbell 
Natalie Kaye Cedergreen 
Frank Ryan Chiechi 
Lisa Marie Chipman 
Bradford Ryan Christensen 
Joshua Tyler Dison 
Kean Patrick Feeder 
Joann Jean Henscheid 
Ronald Patrick Hughes 
Eric L Jacobson 
Mark Luis Jauregui 
Hilari Larsen 
Jason Winward Lee 
Danielle R Long 
Tyson James Mack 
Kim Thu Nguyen 
Alejandro Ochoa 
Scott Andrew Oe 
Fredric Marc Orcutt II 
Zachary T Reynolds 
Nicolas A Roberts 
Jason Carlos Robles 
Ben Rosenthal 
Bryan Edward Roth 
Maria L Shimel 
Gurpreet Singh 
Nicholas W Smith 
Casey Joseph Stroud 
Erica L Thompson 
Kim L Vega 
Jeffrey M Walker 
Andrea Lynn Walt 
Jennifer Grace Weaver 
Jennifer Louise Wolf 
Melisa Li Wong 
Crystal Maile Yuen 
Bachelor of Science, General Business 
Aaron James Grode 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Information Technology Management, 
Development Emphasis 
Shawn Nolan Beckman 
VasiliyVladirmirovich Fomichev 
Chad Dylan Haney 
Eric La Shawn Harvey 
Idrar Husic 
Nabil Kaali 
Raju Singh Karki 
16 • Undergraduate Degrees 
Jeffrey Olav Olsoy 
Carmell Ladawn Reed 
John Harold Villegas Jr 
Christopher Carl Woerz 
Bachelor of Science, Information 
Technology Management, Development 
Emphasis 
Danijela Matrak 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Information Technology Management, 
Network Management Emphasis 
Ty A Akers 
Vasiliy Vladirmirovich Fomichev 
Michael David Huffaker 
Cale Stefan Smith 
Erin Michelle Taylor 
Jeremia Ray Troutman 
Jaime Stephens Willoughby 
John Lloyd Wood 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
International Business 
Edward Colby Collins 
Tenley Gabrielle Kim 
Dilshod Vahidovich Mamatov 
Casey Ryan Nelson 
Justin James Oldenburg 
Steven Donald Perry 
Xiaofei Zhong 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Management, Entrepreneurial Option 
Christopher L Bailey 
Denise Irene Buske 
Josiah C DeMill 
Steve Emerson Dickens 
Kyle Joseph Gingg 
Ronald Patrick Hughes 
Brandon Minert 
Sean Daniel Palmer 
Bachelor of Arts, Management, Human 
Resource Management Option 
Erin Nichole Ipsen 
Marcelle L Rosenberger 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Management, Human Resource 
Management Option 
Alexandra Sarah Alvarez 
Heleena Patrice Burton 
Denise Irene Buske 
Keenan Jory Chase 
Iris M Conrad 
Cassandra Jo Danell 
Janelle Dee Davis 
Aaron Michael Fewkes 
Amy Kay Garcia 
Angela Kassis Magnuson 
Brittany Marie Moore 
Alaysha Mafnas Muna 
Alejandro Ochoa 
Kimberly Anne Schaff 
Gurpreet Singh 
Derek Joseph Smith 
Kristy Marie Snyder 
Courtney Oreva Swanson 
Andrea Lynn Walt 
Jennifer Louise Wolf 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Marketing 
Tad Baker 
Audrey Marie Barnes 
Corey Ray Berg 
Hailey Rebecca Bonawitz 
Cory A Buscher 
Kimberly Dawn Churchill 
David Michael Creamer 
Kurt Robert Cunningham 
Teschia Anne Fishburn 
Nelli B Garibyan 
Thomas James Golden 
Danielle M Gruden 
Kamile Kiseko Ishiyama 
Michael Allen Jones 
Holly Miles 
Derek Steven Murphy 
Forrest Peter Neulist 
Hsien-Ming Ng 
Kim Thu Nguyen 
Kyle Ryan Olsen 
Jason Philip Owens 
Cassandra Marie Smith 
Brittany C St Clair 
Jennifer D Stemple 
Jennifer Ann Truong 
Rachel Menae Vogt 
Scott Eric Waterman 
Bachelor of Science, Networking and 
Telecommunications 
Cory Joe Swanson 
Bachelor of Business Administra~on, 
Operations Management 
Cameron Brock Orr 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Supply Chain Management 
Jacob Nichols Blanchard 
Jason Wayne Davis 
Daniel W Fretwell 
Erin E Kee 
Bachelor of Science, Supply Chain 
Management 
Jeremiah Michael Means 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science, Athletic Training 
Timothy Wilson Atkins 
Kassandra Kelly 
Jeremy Scott Lindgren 
Jeffery Jones Morgan 
Brian Duc-huy Sahalov 
Jeffrey Arthur Smart 
Jeff Ryan Taylor 
Jason CYee 
Bachelor of Arts, Early Childhood Studies 
Kayla Lyn Saville 
Jennifer Marie Scharff 
Erica Anne Summer 
Bachelor of Arts, Elementary Education 
Lori Ann Bargman 
Jeanette Marie Baysinger 
Lisa Nicole Bernsen 
Suzann~ Stott Bird 
Angela Ruth Bond 
Linda D Bradford 
Danielle Mcshane Byrne 
Ricky Wayne Clark 
Aspen C Clontz 
Dara LeeAnn Cook 
Kelsey A Cordingley 
Carnie Ellen Cowger 
Katie Jeane Crawford 
Mary E Dam-Smitchger 
Teresa Lee Dando 
Lindsay D Dixon 
Mary Lee Dobi 
Alyssa Anne Draves 
Lindsay Jeanne Easom 
Christine Joann Ellis 
Josh R Fife 
Suzie EllaRuth Foland 
Jamie N Ford 
Lynn Nadine Fossen 
Stephanie June Freimark 
Cory D Gaskell 
Jessica Faye Gedeborg 
Monica Marie Goto 
Tara Rebecca Harsin 
Madeleine Lorraine Hasart 
Pepper Rae Jennifer Herrera 
Carol Diane Herrmann 
Jenny Crane Hoagland 
Jenny L Holly 
Sherry Allen Johnson 
Shantel Jorgenson 
Sarah Anne Kis 
Heidi Elaine Knebel 
Michelle laRocque 
Rebecca Anne Lenon 
Alicia Ann Mackenzie 
Tristan Danielle Mayer 
Danielle Mckee 
Codi Nicole Merritt 
Erin Moomey 
Tammy Darlene Newton 
Michelle Davida Nielsen 
Bradley Aaron Nishitani 
Tamara Sue Nitz 
Christina Elaine ODonnell 
Joyce Darlene Padget 
Theresa Lynn Perry 
Kimberly Gail Posey 
Stefanie E Randolph 
Rachel Nicole Rasmussen 
Erica Katherine Retzer 
Holly Lyn Root 
Kayla Rosbaugh 
Michelle Rowley 
Tara Brittany Rucker 
Daniel M Rushing 
Morganne Lynn Shepherd 
Megan Juliet Shone 
David Duane Shubert 
Tracy Lynn Siltman 
Amanda Nicole Sinclair 
Charlotte Hope Smith 
Emma Lee Stanger 
Lauren Rozella Taggart 
Marcia Ray Thayer 
Christine Marie Truesdell 
Holly J Tuft 
Alishia Nicole Underwood 
Dana Rae Russell Vigil 
Amber Arleen Wagner 
Anthony Micheal Waite 
Sandra Helen Walls 
Danielle Wardle 
Cori A Williams 
Julia Florence Wilson 
Lachelle Ranae Wood 
Shelley Marie Woolley 
Danielle Marie Zwolfer 
Bachelor of Arts, Elementary Education: 
Bilingual/ESL 
Ashley CHart 
Jessica Ann Verbanac 
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Science, 
Exercise Physiology Emphasis 
Kara Kimiko Tucker 
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Science, 
Fitness Evaluation and Programming 
Emphasis 
Fernando Cardona J r 
Undergraduate Degrees • 17 
Mark Crawford Cowley 
Stacey Renee Housley 
Brooke Eloise Lester 
Jonathan Paul Orchard 
Jill Poole 
Jennifer Lynn Wencel 
Jason CYee 
Bachelor of Science, Health Promotion 
Stephanie Ann Bermensolo 
Colby D Bertalotto 
Jessica Ann Holland 
Heather I Perry 
Chelsea BreAnne Stone 
Shaylynn Yost 
Bachelor of Science, Physical Education, 
K-12, Secondary Education 
Travis Keith Botkin 
Clifford Robert Creek 
Michael Patrick Cummings 
Amy Rae-Anne Dunn 
William Phillip Larnitina III 
Kevra Maree Lester 
Francisco Montoya 
Gregory Kenneth Newton 
Jason D Nichols 
Greg Barton Peacock 
Jeffrey Daniel Reifman 
Lisa Katherine Robbins 
Hailey Marie Seward 
Mitchell Charles Slayden 
LoriJ Smith 
Bachelor of Arts, Special Education 
Jamie Lynn Claussen 
Erma Jean Russell 
Associate of Arts, Early Childhood Studies 
Tina R Mespelt 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Bachelor of Science in Materials Science 
& Engineering 
Rebecca Elizabeth Ahern 
Patrick J Andersen 
Jason E Brotherton 
Arturo Gutierrez 
Franklin Terry Hickenlooper 
Rebecca Jane Hodkin 
Wade Richard Lanning 
Shilo M McCrory 
Vuong Nguyen 
Matthew E Reinhold 
Cole RSmith 
Cory C Sparks 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
Mitchell R Aiton 
Cory Baker Brown 
Kira Brianne Christensen 
Andrew James Elliott 
Geoffrey S Engberson 
Lucas Wesley Glauser 
Jacob M Hassard 
Herbert Wallace McDowell 
Mallory Rose Miller 
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David Taylor Montgomery 
Theodore Thomas Moyer 
Garrick James Nelson 
Michael TRussell 
Lionel Christian Starchman 
Derrick Anthony Suarez 
Patrick Joseph Swann 
Benjamin Gaines Taylor 
Ryan Jacob Timmons 
Ryan George Van Leuven 
Cory A Wills 
Bachelor of Science in Construction 
Management 
Richard Francis Baldwin 
Timothy Maurice Beardmore 
James Josh Christofferson 
Michael Caleb. Eicher 
Matthew Edward Ferguson 
John Duane Ford J r 
Anthony J Guho 
Kevin Wayne Hammond 
John Thomas Hernandez 
Luca Jean-Christian Lamotte 
Brock Landon 
Jennifer Anne Lanzetti 
Donald Patrick Lawson 
Solomon Collado Lopez 
Jack Doyle Lunsford 
Robert Thomas Mcintyre 
Tyler James Mcintyre 
Shane Wolff Morris 
Prasath Nagendran 
Kyle Brett Norseth 
Dallas J Olson 
Daniel L Petersen 
Patrick Conn Prescott 
James Leroy Thomas Ressler 
Chad James Romney 
Ka Ki Sam 
Brian E Unruh 
Bruce Ozman Wilcox 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering 
Ryan Sterling Bedell 
Ciro Omar Benitez 
Christopher V Buu 
Jason A Clack 
Stephanie Lynn Cobbley 
Jason Anthony Durand 
Arlene Lynne Fausnaugh 
Clair Walter Franz 
David Robert Glen 
James Christian Hartwell 
Eric B Higer 
Daniel George Isla 
Amrita Jashnani 
Hiwot Kassaye Betre 
Travis Jay Kent 
Tyler Ray Kent 
Derek Caleb Klein 
NoeJ Loera 
Jean Marie Margulieux 
Vikram M Patel 
Michael L Pook 
Jonathon Lee Robinson 
David Michael Smith 
Joseph Thomas Taylor 
Orlando Trejo 
Cameron Michael Wiseman 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering 
Haley Elizabeth Adams 
Brett James Alspach 
Steven Christian Arndt 
Peter V Bibikov 
Melissa Meg Castaneda 
Robert D Cox 
Jeremy David Cutler 
Donald Richard DeMichele 
Julie Austin Freeman 
Dustin W Gorseth 
AleXander Mark Harmon 
Jerid Lee Hayward 
Justin Taylor Hunter 
Derek Kole Jackson 
John Michael Katzenberger 
James Nathan Kerns 
Benjamin J Leake 
Stephanie Kristin Lively 
Kristen Jill McGovert 
Cody James Montgomery 
Mark Todd Montgomery 
Arthur Augusto Morais 
Matthew George Murdock 
Alex Mwaluma Mwawuganga 
Eric Nutsch 
Zachary Thomas Parker 
Emily Perri 
James Cimafranca Saculles 
Rick Chong Siu 
Travis Henry Steele 
Kyle Steven Vogel 
Nolan Blake Young 
Bachelor of Science, Computer Science 
Alan Michael Andrews 
Robert C Cotton 
Peter M Elliott 
Walton John Hoops 
Andrew Gordon Killen 
ThuyThi Nguyen 
Ligia Gabriela Nitu 
James D Strickland Jr 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Science, Environmental and 
Occupational Health 
Mark Andrew Close 
Anne Terese Holladay 
Nancy Ann Spinazzolo 
Bachelor of Science, Health Informatics 
and Information Management 
Patrice Nicole Eddins 
Aledia Mermerian 
Bachelor of Science, Health Science Studies 
Darren Allan Adams 
Scott Edwin Arrington 
Caleb P Cazier 
Lindsey Erin Cornwall 
Eric James Demers 
Catherine Elizabeth Derden 
Carrie Irene Fannin 
Cullen Jay Farrell 
Stephanie Marie Frahs 
Aaron Douglas Gray 
Karie Alicia Harlander 
Dylan L Hatfield 
Chantel Hurd 
James Dee Impomeni 
Michael Jarrod Jangula 
Rachel Jennifer Johnson 
Andrew Shane Kuhlman 
Rob Lynn Laine 
Cheri Lou Lamb 
Alexander Ronald Larson 
Olga Martsenyuk 
Melissa Ann McCoy 
Mark Lee Moss 
Thomas John Oswald 
Holly Jo Pile 
Allison Barbara Prange 
Sylvia Y Ramirez 
Chalese Leann Riley 
Vori Elizabeth Shewfelt 
Melissa Nicole Sigloh 
Mandy Lynn Slender 
Alaina Amalia Sutherlin 
Nathan Palmer Tenney 
Kara Kimiko Tucker 
Patricia Marie Wagner 
Bradley Ward 
Hailey Wilson 
Bachelor of Science, Nursing 
Jennifer Nicole Babcock 
Cherno Bah 
Kimberly Joy Beckley 
Kendra Lee Bellomy 
David Michael Bright 
Kristin Marie Brown 
Anna Catharine Churchill 
Jessica Lynne Cloud 
Linda Cox 
Dorothea Juliana DeCamp 
Justin Willis Devinaspre 
Cheryl Kay Fabello 
Jennifer Lynn Fiddler 
Joel David Fisse 
Carmen Jane Garnier 
Carrie Lynn Getman 
Matthew Raymond Gordan 
Melissa Bonita Gorozpe 
Rebecca Lee Guy 
E'raina Loy Hatch 
Virginia Rennae Jeppesen 
Jennilee Elizabeth Johnson 
Erica Lynn Koepl 
Nicole Renee Kopping 
Peter Calvin Larson 
Carrie Donita Matheny 
Juliet Ellen McMahon 
Leslie Anne Morton 
David Wayne Navarro 
Susan Schnupp Oakes 
Carla Dorothy Pladsen 
Helen Elizabeth Ryan 
Rebecca Baxter Schattin 
Heather Renee Taylor 
Kari Marie Van Artsdalen 
Angela Reiko Nakashima Williams 
Kara Joyce Williamson 
Stacey Marie Zuchelkowski 
Bachelor of Science, Pre-Medical Studies 
Susan L Allen 
Melissa B Coblentz 
Jacqueline Nicole DeWane 
William Dennis Loome 
Andrew Jacob Ormond 
Bachelor of Science, Pre-Veterinary 
Medicine 
Jacqueline Nicole DeWane 
Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, 
Computerized Tomography Emphasis 
Katie Millicent Forster 
Alex Joseph Griffard 
Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, 
Diagnostic Medical Sonography 
Alisha Elaine Holbrook 
Nacole Breyann Ode 
Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, 
General Studies Emphasis 
Kristin Lynn Gaare 
Rebecca Ann Mayes 
Robin Lynn Mcmahon 
Carmen Elisabeth Sherman 
Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Emphasis 
Kevin R Bean 
Shellie P Son 
Bachelor of Science, Respiratory Care 
Wendi J Blaylock 
Noel Louise Bolduc 
Jacob Thomas Gott 
Olga Nanneette Vega 
Susan ReNae Westphal 
Associate of Science, Health Informatics and 
Information Management 
Pamela Hazel Blessinger 
Catherine J Butler 
Emma Lee Christensen 
Jeri Dee Difuria 
Patrice Nicole Eddins 
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SharonM Fry 
Angie Marie Jones 
Sarah Marie Jordan 
Lilia Korus 
Cortnie Ann Krohn 
MinhQLe 
Juli Ann McCormick 
Sarah Kristine Nisula 
Martina Lynn Ominski 
Melissa Ann Porterfield 
Devon Lea Tallant 
Bobby Lynn Thompson 
Susan Marie Tyner 
Associate of Science, Nursing 
Darian J Apollo J r 
Kenneth Benjamin Bacus 
Mason Barnes 
Jennifer C Berg 
Lynn Michelle Bunch 
TonyaJean Burke 
William Michael Busse 
Sandra Jane Caveney 
Wayne Lee Cook 
Brandy Lorraine Crosby 
Karole Davis 
Monica Jill Davis 
Tera May Delaney 
Amy Bernice Doerr 
Deena Marie Eborn 
Jessica Lynn Ferguson 
Shalee Lenore Franklin 
Amie Jo Fries 
Whitney M Gochnour 
Mindy Lee Gorley 
Grace Anne Groessinger 
San Juana Hernandez 
Patricia D Howard 
Justin Mark Hyer 
Sarah Amber Jennings 
David RKent 
Colette Shirley King 
Marlene Elizabeth Kirkendall 
Courtney L Kirkpatrick 
Josette Nadine Knight 
Andrew Ralph Kubalik 
Nicholas John LaMastra 
Lucinda Lynn Langford 
Victoria Grace Lawson 
Kary E Lundy 
Aislinn £lyssa Mangan 
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Earl David Mayer 
Monica Jean McAdams 
Jeanette Eva McCown 
Beth Mary Mirizio 
Monica Oliva 
Charlene A Pickering 
Bonnita Lee Powers 
Sara Jean Rengert 
Nichole Marie Roach 
Michelle L Rock 
Matthew John Rodriguez 
Laury D Roper 
Jamie Ann Ross 
Anna Elizabeth Rostock 
Camerin L Saleen 
Stacey Ann Schilz 
Sarah M Silva 
Camille Slaughter 
Tiffany Marie Smith 
Margaret E Spofford 
Travis Stanek 
Craig Daniel Stevens 
Lorraine Catherine Stevens 
Dustin Larry Sutherland 
Thomas Charles Sutherland 
Elise C Tacker 
Elizabeth Ann Tincher 
Martha Rackley Tuivai 
Whitney A Varela 
Brent Alan Walker 
Tracey Lynn Wheeler 
Karen Lea Wilson 
Jay Jesse Wood 
Bradley C Wrobel 
Allison Dawn Wroblewski 
Terry Jay Yoder 
Associate of Science, Radiologic Science 
Aaron Leon Allen 
Hollie Irene Baltazar 
Tracy Rene Day 
Christine Janell Elmore 
Lindsey Beth Engelhardt 
Sheree D'On Fickes 
Nancy Lee Field 
Brooke Finch 
Kristin Lynn Gaare 
Letitia Rae Heimkes 
Laura May Henline 
Bryce Ernest Leonard 
Rebecca Ann Mayes 
Robin Lynn Mcmahon 
Carol Anne Morgan 
Amy L Morlock 
Jacob Michael Nancolas 
Ronald W Reed 
Megan Mikell Robert 
Jessica Eileen Sailors 
Marion Sue Smith 
Brian Todd Thompson 
Kristina Elaine Wastell 
Asspciate of Science, Respiratory Care 
Thamer Saad M Alqahtani 
Hussein Saleh Alyami 
Melissa Ayres Ball 
Stacy L Connolly 
Imad Ah Elnour 
Kathleen Diane Jacobi 
Bethany Sarah Kobza 
Brandon Charles Miller 
Micaela M Moad 
Masami Nishigami 
Magan Sue Pell 
Sophia Yvette Rodriguez 
Sabrina Ronquillo 
Jessica Ray Sherwood 
Jonathan Leroy Stockwell 
AlvaL Trejo 
Ronda Eileen Turk 
Jane W Waweru 
Andrea K Whiteman 
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology 
Alex Towns Blake 
Kayla Dawn Dawson 
Mary Ann Gillis 
Karl Chivers Knight 
William Charles Knowlden 
Nicole Jean Nickoloff 
Amber Thompson 
Amanda Lei Vaughn 
Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology, Social 
Studies, Secondary Education Emphasis 
Drew William Asbury 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Nathan Andrew Papke 
Robert Allan Rainey 
Bachelor of Arts, Communication 
Andrew Lee Anderson 
Jason Thomas Batey 
Christian D Belden 
Benjamin Todd Bishop 
Devin Marshall Borland 
Shasta Marie Bruce 
Elizabeth Ann Carroll 
Mitchell Robert Coffman 
MaryA Cook 
Jessica Rose D'Orazi 
Sunny Jean Davis 
Katherine Christine Driscoll 
Launa T Fowler 
Nathan J Fowler 
Aaron Julian Garner 
Jennifer M Gidney 
Claire Anne Goodrich 
Jamar Edwan Greene 
Juan Alejandro Guerrero 
Julian Jacob Hawkins 
Shira G Heikkola 
Theodore Thomas-Gowan Hicks 
James Michael Hinton 
Jeffery D Hintze 
Mitchell Lyman Hodge 
Dustin Harold Hurst 
James Makoto Inouye 
Taylor Janae Jacob 
Ryan Michael Jones 
Chad Kent Judy 
Jodi Rochelle Kahn 
Theodore David Kielley 
Rachel M Klena 
Danika R Kramer 
Lacey K Lemmon 
Leah Michelle Lian 
Cassie Elizabeth Lovejoy 
Nataucha Marie Lowry 
Lisa Irene Marshall 
Anna Victoria Martinez 
Mitchel Paul Mazzaglia 
Melanie Sefra Morse 
Amanda Nave 
Rory Matthew Patterson 
Samuel L Piirto 
Ellis Fitzgerald Powers Jr 
Geoffrey B Renstrom 
Esteban Cruz Reveles 
Chad Jeremy Riley 
Genardo Sanchez 
Mark Anthony Sanchez 
Jared Michael Sanders 
Linsey Jane Saras 
Robert Redford Shaw 
Paluka Pat Shields 
Carolyn Katelyn Sproat 
Kelley Melissa Stultz 
Kevin Cole Tarango 
Audrey N Taylor 
Nicholas J Taylor 
Jessica R Thompson 
Whitney Jo Torske 
Travis Peter Touchette 
Melissa Denae Trout 
Garrett Carl Tuggle 
Janne Lie Turner 
Beni Marie Tuxhorn 
Linda L Tyson 
Jeremiah David Walker 
Megan Dawn Walker 
Christie Nichole Wasnea 
Christina M Waybright 
Michael Terrance Williams 
Melissa Ann Witt 
Tina Elise Woodworth 
AliciaC Yee 
Carmen York 
Lincoln C Zitlau 
Bachelor of Arts, Criminal Justice 
Charlie Dawn Anderson 
Jason J Ansay 
Nancy S Brower 
Nicole Rae Gouvea 
Brittnie Greenhalgh 
Nathan Paul Kepner Roberts 
Andria Colleen Matheus 
Demenee Dian May 
Jared Asa Nebeker 
Erik 0 Ramirez 
Amber Rae Round 
Catrina Marie Schilling 
Whitney Nicole Simmons 
Sarah Jean Studnar 
Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice 
Crystal Dawn Astley 
Joe Earl Aucoin 
Yuriana Barroso 
Jennifer Brooke Bell 
Alice Kathryn Collier 
Irene De La Cruz 
Mary Louise Owen Deleon Guerrero 
Ashley Frances Downum 
Kevin Michael Foster 
Shaina Lei Frost 
Kris Lee Haney 
Michelle Elaine Hilton 
Matthew L Howard 
Jared Alexander Trinidad Hunter 
Jadee A Jaynes 
Hailey Danielle Johnson 
Maija Liise Kangas 
Christopher David Keyes 
Aaron Ricks Lines 
Jamia Malone 
Jenna Malia Marshall 
Kaylee J McGady 
Jacob J McMurtrey 
Mari Christina Nelson 
Valerie Brooke Oscarson 
Michelle Nicole Parrie 
Elizabeth J Rodriguez 
Travis Earl Rogers 
Kathryn Marie Romero 
Leahann Romero 
Molly Elizabeth Sacht 
William Richard Scheuch 
Lori J Shepherd 
Nicole M Smith 
Damir Subasic 
Stephanie Jeanne Whiter 
Bachelor of Arts, Geoarchaeology 
William Alfred Howe 
Bachelor of Arts, History 
Chadra L Bailey 
Shawn Patrick Bell 
Meredith Anne Brandel 
Jason Scott Cook 
Jeremy M Cook 
Alison Rae Cramer 
Jeffrey James DeHaven 
Pankhuree R Dube 
Megan Dawn Jamison 
. Jared A Johnson 
Brian Richard Keber 
Brian Vincent Lawatch 
Jonathan James Lindner 
Brenda F Magana 
Jeremy James Monaghan 
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Phillip Alan Price 
Luke Clay Schleif 
Heather Anne Stanfill 
Dane Matthew Vanhoozer 
Marijane Weitensteiner 
Melissa Ann Whitmire 
Ashley Evan Whitwell 
Bachelor of Arts, History, Secondary 
Education 
. Amanda Sue Vissotski 
Bachelor of Arts, History, Social Studies, 
Secondary Education Emphasis 
Jessica Jane Barnes 
Amanda Lynn Briscoe 
Jennifer Renee Hesse 
Derek Joseph Johnston 
Kristen Emily Kerr 
Natalie Danielle Ryals 
Jimmy Rosencrantz Schultz 
Hildreth Diemetria Venters 
Bachelor of Arts, Mass Communication! 
Journalism 
Laura Larissa Baum 
Alison Kathleen Belzer 
Travis Roger Bloedel 
Katherine Bell Brusse 
Brandan Scott Fisher 
Tawnee Sue Haber 
Greg Bryan Hough 
Alexa Kristine Hutchinson-Taylor 
Jeanette Nicole Jenkins 
John Ryan Lewis 
Torrie L McClendon 
Jeremy Micheal Nolting 
Jessica Jean Oberriter 
Christine Renee Powell 
Allison Kay Roberts 
John W Rornlein 
Stevy Meli Scarbrough 
Benjamin J Steiner 
Michael John Sullivan 
Meghan Lynn Underwood 
Charity Elizabeth Varner 
Bachelor of Arts, Multi-Ethnic Studies 
Wendi Banner 
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science 
Claudia Kay Weathermon 
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, American 
Government and Public Policy Emphasis 
Rebecca Marie Ames 
Jesus Ortiz Betancourt 
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Chelsea Wheeler Gaskill 
Spencer Donald Harrison 
Mikel Jane Hautzinger 
Cami Lyn Jefferies 
Kelly A Knapp 
Jessica S Martin 
Michelle Rae O'Brien 
Christina Marie Perry 
Donald Jon Peters 
Jeffrey Allen Schank 
Jamie Theresa Sebby 
Daniel Eugene Shull 
Julia Caitlin Stapleton 
Allison D Storck 
Nicole Lynn Swafford 
Ernesto Villafana 
Charles Edward Walsh 
Brandon Douglas Watkins 
Bachelor of Science, Political Science, 
American Government and Public Policy 
Emphasis 
Dayna Michelle Anderson 
Robyn Lyn Austin 
Michael Barrett 
Anthony Roy Carter-Smith 
Andrew J Church 
Sarah Nicole Cuellar 
Taylor Scott Dockins 
Robert Fair 
Erica Marie Madrid 
Jeffrey Vincent-Warren Robinson 
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, 
International Relations Emphasis 
Nicolas Adrian Diaz 
Pankhuree R Dube 
Michael William Haylett 
Cami Lyn Jefferies 
Jana Mackova 
Fernando Embey Mejia Ledesma 
Bryce Wesley Reeder 
Bryan Seth Ricker 
Anjuli Jean Waybright 
Theodore Walker Wills 
Bachelor of Science, Political Science, 
International Relations Emphasis 
Cristina E Carrera 
Maya S Cutler 
Melanie Lee Fillmore 
Clinton Michael Miller 
Johali Mlibinge Muzaliwa 
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, Public 
Law & Political Philosophy Emphasis 
Laura Ann Ames 
Brandon Michael Storms 
Nolan E Wittrock 
Bachelor of Science, Political Science, Public 
Law & Political Philosophy Emphasis 
Cynthia Elizabeth Blue 
Nathaniel Yale Decker 
Matthew Lee Maurer 
David G Pope 
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, Social 
Science, Secondary Education 
Zachary SD Ball 
Siobhan Marie Gilmartin 
Stephany Marie Wright 
Bachelor of Science, Political Science, 
Social Science, Secondary Education 
Erin L Grimes-Logue 
Bachelor of Arts, Psychology 
Linda Rene Anderson 
Emma Helen Boyack 
Alyssa J Cavanaugh 
Savvas Diakonikolas 
Rebecca Dickinson 
Brittney Paige Frerichs 
Kayleigh Constance Jack 
Alecia Lynn Labernik 
Val Andrew Lovely 
Mary Helen McDougal 
Anile F Nina 
Alyssa Rogers 
David A Roscheck 
Angela Marie Saitta 
Dana Michelle Scott 
Ashley Kathryn Shaw 
Ceinwedd Sorensen 
Lesley Sue Thompson 
Bachelor of Science, Psychology 
Adela B Anderson 
Charlie Dawn Anderson 
Crystal Dawn Astley 
Rebecca Anne Barry 
Alison Bonham 
Tara Noel Brenner 
Sierra C Clifford 
Lance Eddy Coumerilh 
Jason R Delange 
Brock Stephen Drake 
Jennifer M Drzayich 
Maren Caroline Ericson 
Kristen Ashley Fi! 
Shannon Dawn Franklin 
Carmen Jane Garnier 
Janie Michelle Gates 
Lynsey Nichole Gates 
Whitney Kathryn Godsill 
He.ather J Grayson 
Rebecca Lee Guy 
Cindy Gail Hall 
Cherie Susan Hammudeh 
Danielle Renae Harrod 
Jessica Anne Hasbrouck 
Alexander Edward Heitzman 
Katherine Elizabeth Hill 
Leah Diana Kalk 
Jeannette Maria Kiser 
Jennifer Elizabeth Kopp 
Gilberth Caimol Lara 
Amanda R Litteer 
Jessica Anne Madura 
David A Martin 
LeeAnn Nicole Mercer 
Jessie Jo Metcalf 
Kolbie Elizabeth Meyer 
Sara Nicole Minic 
Joseph Wayne Moeller 
Melissa Jean Moore 
Andrew J Moran 
Kristin Kay Owings 
Katelyn Louise Petersen 
Brandon Lee Plumb 
Mark Brandon Proctor 
Tamara C Richards 
Jamie Lynn Roberts 
Michael D Rogers 
Kevin James Ross 
Ryan L Salladay 
Daniel Craig Shannon 
Maja Simic 
Tracy Yvonne Smith 
Charles James Stevenson 
Alaina Amalia Sutherlin 
Aaron James Tom 
Emily May VanNess 
Alberto Varela 
Angela Kay Vitek 
Thomas C Walker 
Bachelor of Arts, Psychology, Social 
Studies, Secondary Education Emphasis 
Craig Lewis Bell 
Bachelor of Arts, Social Science 
Kristyn E Blandford 
Melissa Mary Garcia 
Karen L Leach 
Terra Cabanaugh Rambow 
Jessica Leigh Reed 
Matthew Sebby 
Issabell L Smith 
Bachelor of Science, Social Science 
Darcey Allen 
Chelsea Leigh Chapman 
Rheda Nell Daugherty 
Sarah Jean Ineck 
Brianna Renee Monroe 
Vicki Jo Parsley 
Regina Katherine Porter 
Emily Rose Reynolds 
Julia Karolyn Stoddart 
Kumi Takashima 
Sarah May Wade 
Amber Arleen Wagner 
Melissa Nicole Woodfin 
Bobbi Jo Woolum 
Ann Maria Wright 
Bachelor of Arts, Social Work 
Courtney Marie Achter 
Ashley Jeannette Alloway 
Sandra Armenta 
Susan Elizabeth Arnold 
Kristen Michelle Bertrand 
Benson James Blair 
Maryanne S Bowden 
Susan Cari Brown 
Dusti Sue Burr 
James Andrew Carpenter 
April Clover 
Theotosca B Cook-Brown 
Susan Marie Cooper 
Jennifer M. Daniels 
Carey Elaine Davison 
Amber Jean Diehl 
Laura Stephanie Diggs 
John P Fauver 
Rhonda Foust 
Debra W Greeff 
Abel Grimaldo 
Jenifer Jeanne Grout 
Amy Dawn Hale 
Jessica N Hanson 
Emily Anne LaRocco 
Rachel Lynette Lara 
Kristin Arlene Marshall 
Mallory Cherie Minert 
Mary Lorene Muckelroy 
Jorge Luis Negrete 
Emily Ann Newkirk 
Tiffany Rose Nielson 
Christinalee Vogel Patterson 
Taylor Rae Rae 
Sabrina Mae Scheri 
Susan Schuetz 
Paula Jeanne Slonecker 
Shiloh Dawne Stephens 
Todd Matthew Stevens 
Catherine Anne Stevenson 
Brittney Rae Summers 
Alissa Renee Waggerby 
Rebecca Lee Wilsey 
Cade David Woolstenhulme 
Ashley Brooke Yarwood-Kauffman 
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology 
Jon Michael Atkins 
Rifeta Kajdic 
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Arminda Jeannette Kindrick 
April Lynn McCann 
Ashley N Grme 
Carolina Valderrama 
Bachelor of Science, Sociology 
Susan L Allen 
Katy Lane Beckmann 
Nina Christine Decker 
Michael Edward Dominguez 
Jerica D Fannin 
Audelia Garcia 
Julia Ann Harter 
Amanda Rae Johnson 
Brandy Nicole Lamb 
MiLijana Matrak 
Cassie Marie Seawell 
Associate of Science, Criminal Justice 
Bradley Lee Childers 
Sandra L Cortes 
Rebecca Sue Cross 
Austin Rode Knight 
Steven Lee Landis 
Amanda R Litteer 
Adam Joseph Mastalski 
Mary Helen McDougal 
Susan E Mittleider 
Melissa Sue Parish 
Mark Steven Shepard Jr 
Amanda Elizabeth Travers 
Amanda Lei Vaughn 
Associate of Arts, Social Science 
Jayci Suzzanne Adams 
Peter Jordan Carnell 
Benjamin Gordon Larsen 
LARRY G. SELLAND COLLEGE OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Applied 
Technology 
Gabriela M Arevalo 
Sean Casey Bermensolo 
Jeffrey Paul Gourley 
Maria Eva Gutierrez 
Matthew Donald Hall~r 
Ryan Matthew Hanson 
Kenneth C Kreautler 
Theresa Lynn Madrid 
Mary Jean McCarthy-Jaggi 
Chet Paul Murach 
Adrian Quiroz 
Paul Scott Ramsey 
Dalila J Salinas 
Earle D Swope 
David Melvin Thomas 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Broadcast 
Technology 
Anna Marie Markley 
Kirstie Gail Williams 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Child Care 
and Development 
Cathlene Jo Hopkins 
Katie Sue Sinclair 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Computer 
Network Technology 
Christopher David Alden 
Douglas Robert Brown 
Robert A Fulford 
John Vieira Mattos 
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Bachelor of Applied Science, Computer 
Service Technology 
Megan Hyun Bachini 
Scon Daniel Minnis 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Dental 
Assisting 
Abigail Marie Ollie 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Drafting 
Technology 
Candice Bunker 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Electronics 
Technology 
Kuol Deng Farag 
Andrew James Gabiou 
Brian Neil Grogan 
Eric David Johnson 
Bernedeane Therese Treanor 
Shane Dean Vanleuven 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Legal Office 
Technology 
Kendra L Hernandez 
Claudia Rebecca Thompson 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Marketing! 
Management Technology 
Crystalee Jane Sawyer 
Troy Lee Sawyer 
Steven M Turk 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Recreational 
and Small Engine Repair Technology 
Alan Aubuchon 
Associate of Applied Science, Accounting 
Technology 
Shannon Makoto Banks 
Karla Jean Hamilton 
Patrick David Olson 
Kri~ty Kay Ramirez 
Associate of Applied Science, 
Administrative Office Technology 
Sasha M Beattie 
Roxanna Lynne Britton 
Sherri Cereghino 
Kelley Dee Davis 
Melissa J Johnson 
Kathleen Lyon 
Morriah Siobhan Marks 
Haley Nichole Westenskow 
Associate of Applied Science, Auto Body 
Cortney John Christian 
Stefan W Murgel 
Associate of Applied Science, Automated 
Industrial Technician 
Peter J Rose 
Associate of Applied Science, Automotive 
Technology 
Richard Joseph Duncan 
Christopher James Preston 
Josue Roberto Ruiz-Partida 
Levi Lynn Smith 
Thanit Vikornyanon 
Associate of Applied Scit;nce, Broadcast 
Technology 
Kirstie Gail Williams 
Associate of Applied Science, Child Care 
and Development 
Kimberly Ann Bohrer 
Marsilia Lima Da Cunha 
Jodi Noel Giem 
Cathlene Jo Hopkins 
Lindsay H Klein 
Associate of Applied Science, Computer 
Network Technology 
Brian D Bays 
Scott Joseph Bode 
Lorraine Ann Camphouse 
Laura Lee Catter 
Melvin Lee Clark 
Jonathan Michael Donahue 
Michael Sean Ebert 
GrantM Emry 
Cory Alan Gilmer 
Scott Glabe 
Daniel Wayne Goers 
Matthew Neil Hodges 
Andrew Douglas Hoffman 
Richard A Jensen 
Roland Eugene Johnson 
James Douglas Kienlen 
Lynn Lucias Langdon 
Merrill Bryan Marshall 
John Vieira Manos 
Amber Jean Montecchie 
Chet Paul Murach 
Adrian Quiroz 
Ian M Sudick 
Joseph Lee Thiel 
David Melvin Thomas 
Daniel Henry Thornock 
BinhTTran 
Nathan Edward Vander Till 
Stephen Anson Weight 
Gregory B Whitmore 
Grant Wilkins 
Tedford William Winslow 
Associate of Applied Science, Computer 
Service Technology 
Austin Alan Auch 
Nedim Dzindo 
Nicholas Vince Jessen 
Chad Allen Sherfick 
Associate of Applied Science, Culinary Arts 
Sara Michelle Dufour 
Nicholas John Duncan 
Tyler Kent Sturm 
Sunny Gail Thomas 
Associate of Applied Science, Dental 
Assisting 
Jamie Danielle Faw 
Associate of Applied Science, Drafting 
Technology 
Emily Aiton 
Cesar Camacho 
Paul Eugene Case 
Steven L Cunningham 
Dustie Renae Heideman 
Grant Dolin Hogg 
James Glen Kirkpatrick 
Kevin Andrew Knapek 
Alan D Larson 
Christopher Allen Leininger 
Henry H McAdams 
Brian K Renfro 
Melvin Wayne Swanson 
Jason Eric Thomas 
Associate of Applied Science, Electronics 
Technology 
Shane Martin Brown 
Sean F Bryson 
Laurence Brent David 
Ron T Dufur 
Curtis Ross Griep 
Benjamin Charles Hill 
Matthew Antonio Hutton 
Yury Petrovich Khochay 
Connie Louise Loe Pendand 
Patrick Ames Tuttle 
Linda Marie Wicker 
David Joe Wiseman 
Associate of Applied Science, 
Environmental Control Technician 
Gary Mitchell Johnson 
Associate of Applied Science, Fire Service 
Technology 
Dennis L Doan 
Shaun Michael Laughlin 
Associate of Applied Science, Heavy Duty 
Truck Technician 
Timothy David Gray 
Aaron William Morgan 
Lucas David Salzbrun 
William S Scobby 
Associate of Applied Science, Horticulture 
Technology, Horticulturist 
Priscilla Daviene Campbell 
Chad M Courtright 
Matthew T Gammett 
Jessica Kay Huber 
Theresa Lynn Madrid 
Andrea Lyn Thompson 
Brett Joseph Van Paepeghem 
Christine M Zurfluh 
Associate of Applied Science, Industrial 
Electronics Technology 
Shane Allen Meredith 
Associate of Applied Science, Legal Office 
Technology 
Annette H Curtis 
Sarah I Gallwitz 
Jenna Lynn Kent 
Susan M Simmers 
Associate of Applied Science, Machine Tool 
Technology 
Brian D Ball 
Johnny Ray Broam 
Myron Daniel Clinton 
Matthew Richard Cook 
Robert P Danner 
Amber Heintz 
Bill T Magill J r 
Associate of Applied Science, 
Manufacturing Systems Technology 
Daniel Weston Walker 
Associate of Applied Science, Marketing/ 
Management Technology 
Griffith Allen 
Troy Donald Irvine 
Crystalee Jane Sawyer 
Philana Theresa Steckert 
Jace Lafayette Whitaker 
Andrew Lawrence Wingett 
Associate of Applied Science, Recreational 
and Small Engine Repair Techb ology 
Alan Aubuchon 
Alan Aubuchon 
Michael Wiley Brown 
Steven E. DeCamp 
Colin Phillip Hayman 
Phillip Thomas DiMaria 
IanM McAfee 
Jacob Cody Peterson 
Bernard Jay Rogers 
Mysti Anne Sturtevant 
Patrick Ray Wilson 
Associate of Applied Science, Welding and 
Metals Fabrication 
Jason M Koski 
Peter J Rose 
Virginia M Seganos 
Brett Richard Vanbuskirk 
Associate of Applied Science, Wildland Fire 
Management 
Logan Cole Blankenship 
Brian Peter Faith 
Michael Duane Goicoechea 
Advanced Technical Certificate, 
Accounting Technology 
Shannon Makoto Banks 
Daniel M Hauber 
Brianna Renee Smith 
Advanced Technical Certificate, 
Administrative Office Technology 
Denise M Jensen 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Auto Body 
Jessie L Martin 
Advanced Technical Certificate, 
Automotive Technology 
Julian Tudela Pangelinan 
Levi Lynn Smith 
Thanit Vikornyanon 
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Advanced Technical Certificate, Computer 
Network Technology 
Larry Jake Langley 
Daniel Henry Thornock 
Michael R Woods 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Computer 
Service Technology 
Brian Micheal Fox-Lopez 
Nicholas Vince Jessen 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Electronics 
Technology 
Sean F Bryson 
Matthew Antonio Hutton 
Advanced Technical Certificate, 
Environmental Control Technician 
David Neal Babcock 
Ron A Feierfeil 
Terry Joe Lakey 
Ronald Scott Randall 
Advanced Technical Certificate, 
Horticulture Technology, Horticulturist 
James Allen Elgin 
Daniel Wayne Simpson 
Kevin Earl T uckness 
Cody Allen Williams 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Legal 
Office Technology 
Annette H Curtis 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Marketing! 
Management Technology 
Crystalee Jane Sawyer 
Tracey N Smith 
Donovan Scott Womack 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Practical 
Nursing 
Christa Lynn Andersen 
Joan Darline Anderson 
Elizabeth Anne Barber 
Amanda Lynn Boyce 
Ashley Nichole Buhler 
Christina N Chapman 
Carrie Ann Collins 
Katie Lane Crowther 
Megan Frances Fleischman 
Amanda Kay Froemming 
Erin Michelle Fuss 
Brent DeWitt Gardner 
Miranda Raeann Harris 
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Jerm Imani 
Crystal Annette King 
Michelle L Kitchin 
Hannah Allene Leiby 
Shawna Lynette Lozano 
Tracy Rene Martinez 
Heather Whitney McManis 
Ryan David Metcalf 
Katie A Moerles-Reed 
Mercy N Montoya 
Kimberly Ann Murray 
Lauren Andrea Musheno 
Kelli Nicole Owens 
Grisel Plascencia 
Tamatha L Powell 
Rebecca Lorraine Riggs 
Julie Michelle Savell 
Shellee Lorrine Searcy 
Erin Elisabeth Souza 
Staci Jae Thomas 
Gina Dawn Thompson 
Tracey M White 
Advanced Technical Certificate, 
Recreational and Small Engine Repair 
Technology 
Alan Aubuchon 
Ward Branstetter 
Michael Wiley Brown 
Steven E. DeCamp 
Phillip Thomas DiMaria 
Colin Phillip Hayman 
Jeremiah Alan LeMesurier 
Jacob Cody Peterson 
Bernard Jay Rogers 
Kile Ivan Thompson 
Patrick Ray Wilson 
Advanced Technical Certificate, Welding 
and Metals Fabrication 
Jason M Koski 
Peter J Rose 
Virginia M Seganos 
Technical Certificate, Auto Body 
Kemran Farmonovich Akibov 
Michael Meade Berg 
Soraya Yanely Gonzalez 
Bruce Matthew Perry 
Technical Certificate, Automotive 
Technology 
Dave Anson 
Freddie H Johnson 
Thanit Vikornyanon 
Technical Certificate, Business Technology 
Marsha LaRue Bledsaw 
Tina Louise Brayton 
Kathleen Sue Bridwell 
Maegan Renee Carter . 
Michele R Coomer 
Jayme Lenn Danner 
Loretta Mae Dupere 
Rebecca Dawn Frazier 
Heidi Mildred Hunter 
Scott Martens 
Jill Cherise Marx 
LeahM Mays 
Anna Marie Parsonage 
Kelsey Janet Rector 
Virginia Rodriguez 
Judith Marie Schance 
Sonia Maria Sosa 
Stephanie Villanueva 
Technical Certificate, Culinary Arts 
Jesse J Fessenden 
Technical Certificate, Dental Assisting 
Kacie Jean Crays 
Rebecca J Keith 
Laura Mason 
AmyMMcCoy 
Elyse S Moore 
Paige Corinne Peterson 
Kristin Isoko Saito 
Jessica Van 100 
Alex J Walker 
Technical Certificate, Drafting Technology 
AnaM Campos 
William Brent Gossard 
Susan Diane Schmidt 
Daron Shane Zimmerman 
Technical Certificate, Heavy Duty Truck 
Technician 
Dane A Britten 
Colin Alexander Hawley 
Technical Certificate, Heavy Equipment 
Technology 
Austin Michael Garcia 
Gregory Allen Parent 
Leonard Raymond Regan 
Technical Certificate, Machine Tool 
Technology 
Justin R Hammond 
Joshua Wade Larsen 
Thomas Joshua McDevittTechnical 
Certificate, Marketing/Management 
Technology 
Isabelle D' onofrio 
Jeffrey Richard Lacy 
Crystalee Jane Sawyer 
Jennifer Ann Sparling 
Technical Certificate, Network Technician 
James Lee Anselment 
Kevin William Day 
Jesse Nava Flores 
Andrew Lane Peterman 
Gretchen Caroline Schmidt 
Daniel Henry Thornock 
Technical Certificate, PC/LAN Specialist 
Paul T DeCorte 
Technical Certificate, Recreational and 
Small Engine Repair Technology 
Larry Anthony Anderson 
Val Dee Brady 
Jamie Mitchal Braun 
Michael Wiley Brown 
Steven E. DeCamp 
Phillip Thomas DiMaria 
Cory W Fischer 
Colin Phillip Hayman 
Brian David Koski 
Jeremiah Alan LeMesurier 
Nathan Wesley Owen 
Jacob Cody Peterson 
Cory J Picotte 
Bernard Jay Rogers 
Robert Scott Talbot 
Kile Ivan Thompson 
JackL White 
Patrick Ray Wilson 
Technical Certificate, Refrigeration, 
Heating & Air Conditioning 
Darin Lee Barnes 
Technical Certificate, Surgical Technology 
Sara Alexis Anderson 
Sara Berberich 
Shelley Brock 
Tara Lynn Cleveland 
Kyle M Duckwitz 
Tiffany J Fegley 
Joshua Scott Hughey 
William Walter Pearson 
John A Ponder 
Rebecca Jean Smith 
Sherri Lynn Stanley 
Garrett Wayne Sweet 
Technical Certificate, Welding & Metals 
Fabrication 
Robert Brown 
David Van Geisler 
William T Gresham 
Luis Antonio Gutierrez 
Thomas W Lane 
Brett Richard Vanbuskirk 
Cody Lee Weichers 
Nikki A Weihe 
Clinton Wade Wiersch 
Postsecondary Technical Certificate, 
Culinary Arts 
Trevor David Seegmiller 
Postsecondary Technical Certificate, Idaho 
Professional Driver Training 
Bo Dean Baldwin 
Rodney Neal Carley 
Shon Casey Carr 
James Earl Carver 
Roy Victor Cuellar 
David Scott Eilmann 
Dennis Robert Freasier 
Don C Frye 
George Eric Garner 
Allen Lawrence Gilmore 
Theresa D Good 
Tim John Harmon 
Jason Tadd Hetterley 
Jeremiah Paul Hilden 
Shirley Ann Larrea 
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TroyT Long 
Justin S Lyons 
Terry Bruce Mckay 
Jacob Nathan Miller 
Mary Jane Mowrey 
Ahmed Noor 
Mark Samuel Paskewitz 
Christopher Earl Powell 
Todd Ell Prater 
Raymond Dean Quigley 
Mark Steven Shepard J r 
Robert Joseph Sloan 
Tony Mitchell Stepp 
Darin E Woods 
Postsecondary Technical Certificate, 
Maintenance and Light Repair 
Dave Anson 
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BOISE STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
SPECIAL RECOGNITION 
Special Recognition • 29 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
CHERIE JOLENE DOCKSTADER, Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation: Writing in the Middle: A Qualitative Study of Seventh 
Grade Language Arts Teachers 
Co-Chairs: Professors Susan Martin, Literacy and Bruce Robbins, 
English 
MARYBETH FLACHBART, Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation: Bringing Science to Scale through Increased Technical 
Assistance 
Chair: Professor William Parrett, Curriculum Instruction and 
Foundational Studies 
LISA L. KINNAMAN, Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation: Idaho- Building Capacity: Developing a Statewide 
System of Support for Districts and Schools in Need of 
Improvement 
Chair: Professor William Parrett, Curriculum Instruction and 
Foundational Studies 
LINDA KIRBY, Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation: Another Look at Reflection: Promoting Student V0ice, Self 
Efficacy and Student/Teacher Dialogue through Structured, 
Guided Reflection Prompts in a College Reading and Study 
Skills Course 
Chair: Professor Stan Steiner, Literacy 
BRIAN T. WHITNEY, Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation: Searching for Patterns of Discourse in a Sea of Professional 
Development: Professional Learning and Teacher Discourse 
Chair: Professor Jonathan Brendefur, Curriculum Instruction and 
Foundational Studies 
HONOR ROLL 
BACCALAUREATE Andrew Lee Anderson Lindsay D Dixon Jenna Malia Marshall 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE Alan Michael Andrews Peter M Elliott Sara Lynne Martinson 
(3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT Jason J Ansay Shannon Rebecca Erickson Demenee Dian May 
AVERAGE) Gabriela M Arevalo Cody Leo Evans Emma L McInturff 
Ryan Sterling Bedell Jennifer Nicole Babcock Kristen Ashley Fil Robin Lynn Mcmahon 
Linda D Bradford Lori Ann Bargman Jessica Faye Gedeborg Amanda Reed Micheletty 
Nikolaus M Combs Gregory Allen Barnett Whitney Kathryn Godsill Andrew Donald Morris 
Rebecca Dickinson Alison Kathleen Belzer Thomas James Golden Ryan Alan Morton 
Pankhuree R Dube 
Joel D Fadel 
Ciro Omar Benitez Matthew Raymond Gordan Mark Lee Moss 
Joel David Fisse Senad Berberistanin Nicole Rae Gouvea Jodi Marie Perry 
Landon Kelly Grange Tyson R Berg Sarah Lynn Gridley Kimberly Michelle Price 
Alex Joseph Griffard Konrad Christopher Billetz Michelle Elaine Hilton David A Roscheck 
Wade Richard Lanning Rebekah Edith Bishop Stacy Lynn Hollingsworth Erma Jean Russell 
Matthew Lee Maurer Nicholas Bock Chantel Hurd Dalila J Salinas 
Andrew Jacob Ormond Cornelius Robert Brackett Kari Edna James Jennifer Anne Sawmiller 
Christina Marie Perry Kristin Marie Brown Kyler James Luke Clay Schleif 
Daniel Alex Simenc 
Dusti Sue Burr Amrita Jashnani Jimmy Rosencrantz Schultz 
Mallory Sullivan 
Bernedeane Therese Treanor Sierra C Clifford Rachel Jennifer Johnson Cassie Marie Seawell 
Dane Matthew Vanhoozer Susan Marie Cooper Derek Caleb Klein Maria L Shimel 
Jessica Ann Verbanac Richard M Cox Heather Ann Koppelmann Anna Rebekah Shinn 
Rebecca Lee Wilsey Cassandra Jo Danell Devin Michelle Laky Brandon Michael Storms 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Donald Richard DeMichele Adam Michael Leavitt Timothy Wayne Sturges 
(3.75 TO 3.94 GRADE POINT Jacqueline Nicole DeWane Kara R Leininger Samantha Marie Sturman 
AVERAGE) Jason R Delange Lacey K Lemmon Erin Michelle Taylor 
Nathan J Agenbroad Nicolas Adrian Diaz Craig Matthew Marley Jeff Ryan Taylor 
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May Thuzar Jennifer M. Daniels Jennifer Elizabeth Kopp Dawn Michell Ramirez 
Matthew J Vook Rheda Nell Daugherty Nicole Renee Kopping Justin M Ranger 
Patricia Marie Wagner Janelle Dee Davis Neal Andrew Koskella Toby S Reynolds 
Melissa Ann Warwick Jason Wayne Davis Andrew Shane Kuhlman Brittney Morgan Rhinehart 
Benjamin L Watkins Sunny Jean Davis Emily Anne LaRocco Chalese Leann Riley 
Ashley A Williams Kayla Dawn Dawson Michelle LaRocque Allison Kay Roberts 
Hailey Wilson Dorothea Juliana DeCamp Aaron Ricks Lines Alyssa Rogers 
Julia Florence Wilson Alyssa Anne Draves J ana Mackova Breanna Snow Russell 
Zachary Ryan Wilson Katherine Christine Driscoll Jean Marie Margulieux Natalie Danielle Ryals 
Nolan E Wittrock Jaclyn Renee Elo Jessica S Martin EmilyC Ryan 
CUM LAUDE 
Heather Renee English Kyler Nelson Martz John Christian Salmon 
(3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT 
Elsina Kristine Ericson Rebecca Ann Mayes Matthew Stephen Schmasow 
Jerica D Fannin Kristen Jill McGovert Ty Cody Schmidt 
AVERAGE) 
Jennifer Lynn Fiddler DanaMMcKee Robert Redford Shaw 
Courtney Marie Achter 
Suzie EllaRuth Foland Benjamin Edward McVeigh Maja Simic 
Erika Elisabeth Akin 
Vasiliy Vladirmirovich Fomichev Fernando Erubey Mejia Ledesma Gretchen Paige Slack 
Brett James Alspach 
Lynn Nadine Fossen Heather Anne Meyer Brendon W Smith 
Jaymelynn Robin Andersen 
Rayla French Holly Miles Cassandra Marie Smith 
Linda Rene Anderson 
Angela Rene Frith Jordan Christopher Miller Cnarlotte Hope Smith 
Timothy Wilson Atkins Shaina Lei Frost Yarrow Joy Miller Justin Luke Smith 
Alan Aubuchon Nicholas Lowell Fugal Brittany Marie Moore Nancy Ann Spinazzolo 
Robyn Lyn Austin Janie Michelle Gates Kevin James Movius Travis Henry Steele 
Audrey Marie Barnes Lynsey Nichole Gates Matthew George Murdock Jennifer D Stemple 
Laura Larissa Baum Carrie Gibson Johali Mlibinge Muzaliwa Janette Lynn Stevenson 
Jeanette Marie Baysinger Angela Andrea Gomez Romero Buffy Christine Naillon Lily Struchen 
Timothy Maurice Beardmore Debra W. Greeff David Wayne Navarro Sarah Jean Studnar 
Corey Ray Berg Bart Dudley Griffin Anile F Nina Erica Anne Summer 
Colby D Bertalotto Priscilla Marie Grover Ligia Gabriela Nitu Patrick Joseph Swann 
Martha Betancourt Arturo Gutierrez Tamara Sue Nitz Courtney Oreva Swanson 
Suzanne Stott Bird Maria Eva Gutierrez Timothy John Norris Trevor Eli Tafoya 
Brittany Megan Bogue Rebecca Lee Guy Rachel Elizabeth Nutting Lauren Rozella Taggart 
Angela Ruth Bond Jenessa Lynn Harrison Michelle Rae O'Brien Kumi Takashima 
Maryanne S Bowden James Christian Hartwell Jessica Jean Oberriter Heather Renee Taylor 
Douglas Robert Brown Dylan L Hatfield Abigail Marie Ollie Nathan Palmer Tenney 
Susan Cari Brown Shira G Heikkola Ashley N Orme Stacey Anne Thompson 
Candice Bunker Brenda Sue Helgerson Thomas John Oswald Andrew Lee Townsend 
Deniselrene Buske John Thomas Hernandez Trina C Patel Kara Kimiko Tucker 
Morna E Campbell r Katherine Elizabeth Hill Linda D Paul Holly J Tuft 
Lisa Marie Chipman William Alfred Howe Erin Jennifer Paxton Eryn Lea Turner 
Bradford Ryan Christensen Alexa Kristine Hutchinson-Taylor Kelli Marie Pease Janne Lie Turner 
Kira Brianne Christensen Daniel George Isla · Emily Perri Paul Jonathan Turner 
Kimberly Dawn Churchill Brian Richard Keber Steven Donald Perry Deena Marie T vinnereim 
Jessica Lynne Cloud Erin E Kee Katelyn Louise Petersen Linda L Tyson 
April Clover Kassandra Kelly Andrea Marie Phillips Kari Marie Van Artsdalen 
Sarah Elizabeth Coker Travis Jay Kent Michael L Pook Brianna Marie Van Mieghem 
Theotosca B Cook-Brown James Nathan Kerns Blake M Poole Emily May VanNess 
Kelsey A Cordingley Sarah Anne Kis Monte Lee Quast Alberto Varela 
Camie Ellen Cowger Rachel M Klena Jenna M Rade Amber Arleen Wagner 
Maya S Cutler Kelly A Knapp Terra Cabanaugh Rambow Charles Edward Walsh 
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Christina M Waybright Andrew Ralph Kubalik Daniel Henry Thornock Elizabeth Anne Barber 
Jessi Ann Webster Rebecca Ann Mayes Brett Joseph Van Paepeghem Ward Branstetter 
Zachary Paul Westerfield Micaela M Moad Stephen Anson Weight Christina N Chapman 
Susan ReNae Westphal Amy L Morlock Gregory B Whitmore Katie Lane Crowther 
Ashley Evan Whitwell Jacob Michael Nancolas Patrick Ray Wilson Ron A Feierfeil 
Nathan Carl Williamson Masami Nishigami CUM LAUDE Colin Phillip Hayman 
Cory A Wills Veda Shirin Roberts (3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT Larry Jake Langley 
Melissa Nicole Woodfin Laury D Roper AVERAGE) Hannah Allene Leiby 
Cade David Woolstenhulme Jessica Eileen Sailors Alan Aubuchon Tamatha L Powell 
Theresa Kwan Chun Worl Stacey Ann Schilz Shannon Makoto Banks Shellee Lorrine Searcy 
Stephany Marie Wright Marion Sue Smith Brian D Bays Daniel Wayne Simpson 
Elise C Tacker Sasha M Beattie 
Staci Jae Thomas 
ASSOCIATE Susan Marie Tyner Roxanna Lynne Britton Daniel Henry Thornock 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE Kristina Elaine Wastell 
Michael Wiley Brown Patrick Ray Wilson 
(3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT 
Tracey Lynn Wheeler 
Sean F Bryson CUM LAUDE 
AVERAGE) 
Kiersten Kay Worthington 
Lorraine Ann Camphouse (3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT 
Grace Anne Groessinger Paul Eugene Case AVERAGE) 
Steven Lee Landis ASSOCIATE OF Cortney John Christian Shannon Makoto Banks 
Benjamin Gordon Larsen APPLIED 
Marsilia Lima Da Cunha Michael Wuey Brown 
Beth Mary Mirizio Robert P Danner Sean F Bryson SCIENCE Phillip Thomas DiMaria Carrie Ann Collins MAGNA CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE Amber Heintz 
(3.75 TO 3.94 GRADE POINT (3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT Benjamin Charles Hill 
Phillip Thomas DiMaria 
AVERAGE) AVERAGE) Andrew Douglas Hoffman 
Megan Frances Fleischman 
Jayci Suzzanne Adams Brent DeWitt Gardner Scott Joseph Bode Jessica Kay Huber 
Michelle L Kitchin DianaMCox Kimberly Ann Bohrer Roland Eugene Johnson 
Monica Jill Davis Johnny Ray Broam James Glen Kirkpatrick 
Jason M Koski 
Lindsey Beth Engelhardt Melvin Lee Clark Jason M Koski 
Ryan David Metcalf 
Jessica Lynn Ferguson Chad M Courtright Bill T Magill J r 
Kimberly Ann Murray 
Julie R Grapatin Jonathan Michael Donahue Connie Louise Loe Pentland 
Crystalee Jane Sawyer 
David RKent Crystalee Jane Sawyer 
Gina Dawn Thompson 
Colette Shirley King 
Matthew Neil Hodges 
Philana Theresa Steckert Tracey M White 
James Douglas Kienlen Haley Nichole Westenskow Cody Allen Williams Robin Lynn Mcmahon Kathleen Lyon Jace Lafayette Whitaker Bonnita Lee Powers Morriah Siobhan Marks TECHNICAL Linda Marie Wicker Carol B Reagle IanM McAfee CERTIFICATE 
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE ADVANCED SUMMA CUM LAUD E 
(3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT (3.75 TO 3.94 GRADE POINT TECHNICAL (3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT 
AVERAGE) AVERAGE) CERTIFICATE AVERAGE) Kelly Marie Adrian Priscilla Daviene Campbell SUMMA CUM LAUDE Sara Berberich 
Melissa Ayres Ball Laura Lee Catter (3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT Shelley Brock 
Kate Elizabeth Christiaens Richard Joseph Duncan AVERAGE) Robert Brown 
Brandy Lorraine Crosby Sarah I Gallwitz Jeremiah Alan LeMesurier Isabelle D 'onofrio 
Deena Marie Eborn Timothy David Gray Lauren Andrea Musheno Kevin William Day 
Sheree D'On Fickes Colin Phillip Hayman Kelli Nicole Owens Cory W Fischer 
Nancy Lee Field Grant Dolin Hogg Jacob Cody Peterson Joshua Scott Hughey 
Julia Nadine Hatmaker Kevin Andrew Knapek Rebecca Lorraine Riggs Jeremiah Alan LeMesurier 
Letitia Rae Heimkes Christopher Allen Leininger MAGNA CUM LAUDE Laura Mason 
Kathleen Diane Jacobi Amber Jean Montecchie (3.75 TO 3.94 GRADE POINT Nathan Wesley Owen 
Sarah Amber Jennings Krisry Kay Ramirez AVERAGE) Jacob Cody Peterson 
Rodney Karl Kaesemeyer Andrea Lyn Thompson Christa Lynn Andersen Cory J Picotte 
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John A Ponder 
Gretchen Caroline Schmidt 
Sherri Lynn Stanley 
Jessica Van 100 
Stephanie Villanueva 
Jack L White 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
(3.75 TO 3.94 GRADE POINT 
AVERAGE) 
Sara Alexis Anderson 
James Lee Anselment 
Jamie Mitchal Braun 
Dane A Britten 
Jayme Lenn Danner 
Soraya Yanely Gonzalez 
Luis Antonio Gutierrez 
Colin Phillip Hayman 
Rebecca J Keith 
Brian David Koski 
Thomas W Lane 
Jill Cherise Marx: 
Gregory Allen Parent 
William Walter Pearson 
Andrew Lane Peterman 
Paige Corinne Peterson 
Daniel Henry Thornock 
Patrick Ray Wilson 
CUM LAUDE 
(3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT 
AVERAGE) 
Kemran Farmonovich Akibov 
Michael Meade Berg 
Val Dee Brady 
Kathleen Sue Bridwell 
Michael Wiley Brown 
AnaM Campos 
Tara Lynn Cleveland 
Paul T DeCorte 
Phillip Thomas DiMaria 
Loretta Mae Dupere 
Austin Michael Garcia 
Jeffrey Richard Lacy 
Scott Martens 
AmyMMcCoy 
Virginia Rodriguez 
Crystalee Jane Sawyer 
Judith Marie Schance 
Jennifer Ann Sparling 
Cody Lee Weichers 
Nikki A Weihe 
Daron Shane Zimmerman 
POSTSECONDARY 
TECHNICAL 
CERTIFICATE 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
(3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT 
AVERAGE) 
Bo Dean Baldwin 
Rodney Neal Carley 
Shon Casey Carr 
James Earl Carver 
Dennis Robert Freasier 
Allen Lawrence Gilmore 
Tim John Harmon 
TroyT Long 
Justin S Lyons 
Terry Bruce Mckay 
Mary Jane Mowrey 
Mark Samuel Paskewitz 
Raymond Dean Quigley 
Mark Steven Shepard J r 
Robert Joseph Sloan 
Darin E Woods 
CUM LAUDE 
(3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT 
AVERAGE) 
Theresa D Good 
Jason Tadd Hetterley 
Shirley Ann Larrea 
Ahmed Noor 
Christopher Earl Powell 
Todd Ell Prater 
Trevor David Seegmiller 
Tony Mitchell Stepp 
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TOP TEN SCHOLARS 
Top Ten Scholars are chosen from among the top 10 percent of Boise State's graduating class of more than 3,000 students for 2008-09. 
They are selected based on academic performance, recommendation from college deans, and extracurricular and research activities. 
Each student also honors a Boise State professor who was particularly influential to his or her success. 
This year's award winners, in alphabetical order, and their honored professors are: 
NICOLAS DIAZ, Argentina, is a 
political science and Spanish major, with 
a minor in Japanese studies. His interest 
in international socio-economic factors, in 
addition to his upbringing in Argentina, 
has played heavily into his research and 
vocational pursuits. Nicolas has presented 
work at Clinton Global Initiative University 
and the International Studies Association-
West Annual Conference and is awaiting 
acceptance to two other conferences. Since 
starting his educational career at Boise State, 
he has actively participated in several campus organizations, including 
serving as vice-president of the Boise State Honor Student Association, 
treasurer of both Pi Sigma Alpha and Gamma Beta Phi, and is 
president of the Boise State Japan Club. Other pursuits have included 
an internship at the Ada County Courthouse, where he worked with 
the small claims and interpreter's department, as well as volunteer work 
with UNICEF, Boise State Volunteer Services Board, and Boise State 
Spring Break Alternative. Nicolas plans to attend graduate school where 
he would like to specialize in Latin American and Asian relations. 
Honored Faculty-Dr. Adrian Kane, assistant professor of Spanish 
PANKHUREE DUBE, New Delhi, India, 
is a double major in history and political 
science with a minor in Latin American 
studies. She is fluent in Spanish, studied 
Mandarin, and has native fluency in Hindi. 
Her volunteer work includes working as a 
Spanish-speaking TA for children of migrant 
workers in the Boise State High School 
Equivalency Program. She served two years 
as president of the Phi Alpha Theta History 
Honors Society, for which she organized 
"Reel vs. Real" events bringing faculty and 
students together. Pankhuree's honor's thesis focuses on indigenous 
mobilization in India and Mexico. Her project for graduate research 
on Oaxaca-central India was well received by Oaxacan, American, and 
South Asian academics at the 2008 NCCLA Conference. Last summer, 
she was chosen to participate in a workshop on global sustainability at 
UC-Berkeley. That same year, her panel proposal was accepted at the 
ISA-West Conference in San Francisco. Pankhuree plans to pursue a 
Ph.D. and teach at the university level. 
Honored Faculty-Dr. Nick Miller, chair, Department of History 
LANDON GRANGE, Boise, is a Spanish 
major who has also satisfied most of the 
requirements for a biochemistry degree. His 
on-campus involvement includes leadership 
positions with the LDSSA, tutoring at the 
drop-in math center and serving on the 
Boise State Policy and Appellate Board. 
Landon utilizes his fluency in Spanish and 
medical knowledge as a volunteer at the 
Garden City Community Clinic and has 
also volunteered to help with translation 
at parent-teacher conferences at local 
elementary schools. Last summer, he was invited by the University of 
Alabama in Birmingham to participate in a funded research program. 
He's currently working on a project on synthesizing carbonyl reeductase 
inhibitors to improve the efficacy of chemotherapy drugs called 
anthracyclines. Landon plans to become a neuro-ophthalmologist 
contributing to stem-cell research that will lead to cures for people 
who suffer from blindness and vision-impairment. He has been invited 
to interview for UAB's medical scientist training program and the 
University of Utah's joint MD/Ph.D. program. 
Honored Faculty-Dr. Steve Barrett, adjunct faculty of English 
WADE LANNING, Pocatello, is a materials 
science and engineering major with an 
emphasis in biomedical engineering. Wade's 
interest in his field of study was influenced by 
his participation in the 2005 National Youth 
Science Camp in West Virginia, a month-
long camp experience meant to develop 
and enhance the aptitude of high-achieving 
students. His university involvement includes 
acting as treasurer of the Engineering Honors 
Society and serving as facilitator of the 2008 
Honors College retreat. As a volunteer, he 
worked at the Boise Discovety Center during an Invent Idaho event 
and helped organize a Cookies for Troops service event. Wade's research 
includes finite element analysis of metal microstructures. He is continuing 
this research through independent study this semester. He has also been 
chosen to present research and his senior project in posters at this year's 
Boise State Undergraduate Research Conference. Wade plans to attend 
graduate school and pursue a Ph.D. in materials science and engineering. 
Honored Faculty-Dr. Megan Frary, assistant professor of materials science 
and engineering 
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EMMA McINTURFF, Pocatello, is a 
chemistry major with a minor in Spanish. 
She has utilized her interest in math and 
science working as a tutor at the drop-in 
math center and a teaching assistant in the 
chemistry department, as well as instructing 
two freshman chemistry lab courses. In 
studying aziridinomitosenes, a group of 
potential anticancer drugs, she completed 
the synthesis of a target compound, and 
after training in biochemical techniques at 
Pacific Lutheran University, contributed to 
the discovery of novel protein-DNA interactions of aziridinomitosenes. 
In addition to studying abroad in Malaga, Spain, Emma traveled to 
Baja, Mexico, for a service-oriented kayaking trip and participated 
in an environmental studies trip to Lake Powell. Her service work 
includes organizing an annual Locks of Love Cut-Off for students 
through the honors society and volunteering at a homeless shelter and 
for the Salvation Army. Emma has been accepted into some of the 
top graduate programs in the country and plans to pursue a Ph.D. in 
organic chemistry. 
Honored Faculty-Dr. Don Warner, assistant professor of chemistry 
DAN SIMENC, Chico, California, is a 
double major in applied mathematics and 
economics. He spent his high school years 
as a professional freestyle kayaker where 
he paddled extensively throughout the 
United States, Canada, South America, and 
Europe. Throughout his collegiate studies, 
he tutored various subjects including 
philosophy, math, business, chemistry, 
and economics and helped students find 
their own academic success. His research 
endeavors include working as a research 
assistant for the economics department where he studied air pollution 
in the Treasure Valley. He presented a collaborative class project on 
Boise State's carbon footprint at the Idaho Conservation League 2008 
Wild Idaho Conference and administered a self-designed individual 
carbon footprint calculator to the attendees. Dan's volunteer experience 
includes teaching kayaking to injured veterans during a weeklong tour 
of Colorado. He is president of the Economics Club and past president 
of the Kayak Club. After taking a year to travel and work, Dan plans to 
pursue a Ph.D . in economics. 
Honored Faculty-Dr. Chris Loucks, professor of economics 
MALLORY SULLNAN, Jackson Hole, 
Wyoming, is a biology major with an 
emphasis in human biology. Last summer 
she was selected as an INBRE scholar to 
participate in biomedical research in the 
Brown lab. This led to presenting a poster at 
an INBRE conference where she won third 
place in fellow-presenter votes. Mallory's 
campus involvement includes working as a 
peer advisor for pre-professional students and 
membership in both Phi Kappa Phi Honor 
Society and Pre-Med Club. Her volunteer work includes mentoring a 
little sister through the Big Brothers Big Sisters program, doing intake 
and eligibility at the Garden City Community Clinic with Genesis 
World Mission, working at ALPHA, and helping at an art therapy 
group for dementia patients. This summer she plans to go to Belize on a 
pre-medical mission trip. She has shadowed with various physicians for 
over 100 hours and will be applying for medical school with the goal of 
entering in the fall of2010. 
Honored Faculty-Dr. Kristen Mitchell, assistant professor of biology 
DANE VANHOOZER, Boise, is a history 
major with a minor in Japanese studies. As 
an employee with the U.S. Forest Service 
for the last five years, Dane worked closely 
with helicopters in the prevention and 
suppression of wildfires and assists in burned 
area recovery projects. This work influenced 
his current research project, which examines 
the environmental consequences of 
suppressing wildfire in the Boise National 
Forest. Dane won the Wallace G. Kay 
Writing Contest for a paper analyzing the 
Civil War Battle of Antietam and will present his work at a Phi Alpha 
Theta Regional Conference. As part of an on-campus service-learning 
project, Dane acted as a guide to Japanese exchange students. From 
this experience, he built global connections and will teach abroad in 
Japan after graduating. Serving as a teaching assistant for History III 
helped Dane realize his passion for teaching. He plans to apply to 
graduate schools to study environmental history; his goal is to become 
a university professor. 
Honored Faculty-Dr. Lisa Brady, assistant chair, Department of 
History 
JESSICA VERBANAC, Boise, is a 
double major in Spanish and elementary 
education with a focus in bilingual/ESL. 
Upon entering Boise State, she became the 
president of BE SO, the bilingual education 
department's academic organization. Her 
desire to help children become lifelong 
learners has inspired her academic studies 
and volunteer work. She studied abroad in 
Guadalajara, Mexico, where she volunteered 
at a local public elementary school giving 
advanced English instruction to migrant 
students. As a member of AmeriCorps, she worked at Jefferson 
Elementary School as a reading and math tutor and translated for 
meetings between staff and parents. From 2007-09, Jessica was awarded 
the Grow Your Own Teacher stipend and worked as an ESL tutor at 
Whittier Elementary. She will complete her student teaching in Kuna 
and plans to stay in Idaho where she will teach in a bilingual classroom. 
Her hope is to break down barriers between race and language by 
helping students build lasting bonds of friendship, learn from each 
other, and question together. 
Honored Faculry-Dr. Roberto Bahruth, professor of bilingual 
education 
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HAILEY WILSON, Lapwai, is a health 
science studies major with a minor in 
biology. As a registered member of the Nez 
Perce tribe, Hailey has developed a desire 
to work with disadvantaged populations in 
rural areas. For the past two years, she has 
served as president for the Intertribal Native 
Council where she helped the club become 
more involved in campus and community 
activities outside of their annual Powwow 
which hosts over 3,000 attendants. She 
has also been involved with the E-Peh-Tes 
Pow-wow Committee for eight years and volunteered at the Lapwai 
Boy's and Girl's club for five years. Her campus involvement includes 
membership in Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society and Pre-Med Club. In 
2007, she interned in a molecular epidemiology lab at the Harvard 
School of Public Health where she researched throat cancers and 
other respiratory disorders. Hailey plans to apply for medical school 
this summer; her goal is to become a family practice physician and 
specialize in rural medicine. 
Honored Faculty-Dr. Ed Baker, associate professor of community and 
environmental health 
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HONORS COLLEGE 
The Honors College offers exceptional undergraduate students a challenging interdisciplinary curriculum 
and a rich array of co-curricular activities. Those who have completed the prescribed course of study and have 
at least a 3.5 GPA graduate with honors. Distinguished Honors may be granted to a student whose record 
of Honors College activities and community service indicates outstanding performance. 
DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Konrad Christopher Billetz - BS, Chemistry 
Jacqueline Nicole DeWane - BS, Biology, Human Biology & 
Zoology Emphases, Pre-Medical Studies, . and Pre-Veterinary 
Studies 
Nicolas Adrian Diaz - BA, Political Science, International 
Relations Emphasis and Spanish 
Pankhuree R. Dube - BA, History and Political Science, 
International Relations Emphasis 
Jacob William Ineck - BM, Music Education and Music, 
Performance 
Wade Richard Lanning - BS in Material Science and 
Engineering 
Emma L. McInturff - BS, Chemistry 
Christina Marie Perry - BA, Political Science, American 
Government and Public Policy Emphasis 
Kimberly Michelle Price - BA, English, Linguistics Emphasis 
Alina Marie Schimpf - BS, Chemistry and Mathematics 
Hailey Wilson - BS, Health Science Studies 
Nolan E. Wittrock - BA, Political Science, Public Law and 
Political Philosophy Emphasis 
HONORS 
Christopher V. Buu - BS in Electrical Engineering 
Johali Mlibinge Muzaliwa - BS, Political Science, 
International Relations Emphasis 
Anile F. Nina - BA, Psychology 
Jesse David Tribby - BS, Interdisciplinary Studies 
FOUNDERS' LEADERSHIP SOCIETY 
The Founders' Leadership Society recognizes graduating students for their outstanding leadership involvement, both on campus 
and in the community. Criteria for this honor include demonstrated excellence in leadership skills, 
appreciation and support for diversity, commitment to service, and academic achievement. 
Tyson R. Berg - BBA, Accountancy and Finance 
Christopher V. Buu - BS in Electrical Engineering 
Linda Cox - BS, Nursing 
Nina Christine Decker - BS, Sociology 
Nicolas Adrian Diaz - BA, Political Science, International 
Relations Emphasis and Spanish 
Pankhuree R. Dube - BA, History and Political Science, 
International Relations Emphasis 
Natalie Ava Griffin - BS, Health Promotion 
Jamie K. Lange - BA, English, Writing Emphasis 
Jessica S. Martin - BA, Political Science, American 
Government and Public Policy Emphasis 
Emma L. McInturff - BS, Chemistry 
Fernando Embey Mejia Ledesma - BA, Political Science, 
International Relations Emphasis 
Andrew Jacob Ormond - BS, Biology, Molecular & Cell 
BiologyEmphasis and Pre-Medical Studies 
Carla Dorothy Pladsen - BS, Nursing 
Matthew E. Reinhold - BS in Material Science and 
Engineering 
Jennifer D . Stemple - BBA, Marketing 
Hailey Wilson - BS, Health Science Studies 
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EMERITI FACULTY 
For meritorious service to Boise State University, the following retiringfoculty 
are being recognized as part of today's commencement ceremony. 
Robert L. Allen - Senior Instructor, 
Welding & Metals Fabrication, 33 years of service 
Joseph A. Baldassarre - Professor, 
Department of Music, 34 years of service 
Terrie Beckman - Program Head & Senior Instructor, 
Dental Assisting, 19 years of service 
Kellie Branson - Marketing Director, 
Center for Workforce Training, 18 years of service 
Thomas D. Cantrell- Program Head & Advanced Instructor, 
Electrical Lineworker, 16 years of service 
Jane Crane - Special Lecturer, 
Department of Mathematics, 23 years of service 
Robert B. Dodson - Program Head & Senior Instructor, 
Electronics Technology, 30 years of service 
Mikel R. Douglas - Senior Instructor, 
Electronics Technology, 14 years of service 
Starla S. Haislip - Program Head & Senior Instructor, 
Marketing Management Technology, 17 years of service 
Charles D. Hill- Senior Instructor, 
Applied Academics, 15 years of service 
Werner w.K. Hoeger - Professor, 
Department of Kinsiology, 23 years of service 
Julie Hosman-Kulm - Advanced Instructor, 
Culinary Arts, 26 years of service 
Susan L. Johnson - Manager, 
Center for Human Services, 23 years of service 
Charles Kerr - Professor, 
Department of Mathematics, 40 years of service 
Helen Lojek - Associate Dean & Professor of English, 
College of Arts and Sciences, 32 years of service 
Ed Lonsdale - Program Head & Senior Instructor, 
Manufacturing Systems Technology, 19 years of service 
Susan L. Madarieta - Center Manager, 
Business Management and Information Technology, 
19 years of service 
Carol Martin - Professor, 
Department of English, 37 years of service 
Vera A. McCrink - Dean, 
Selland College of Applied Technology, 18 years of service 
Gary Mercer - Professor, 
Department of Chemistry, 34 years of service 
Jenny Miller - Senior Instructor, 
Applied Academics, 14 years of service 
Elizabeth Noonan - Program Head & Senior Instructor, 
Child Care & Development, 20 years of service 
Dona Orr - Program Head & Senior Instructor, 
Business and Management Technology, 17 years of service 
Nancy Otterness - Associate Professor, 
Department of Nursing, 27 years of service 
Charles Parke - Program Head & Senior Instructor, 
Auto Body, 29 years of service 
Melanie Reese - Associate Professor, 
Applied Academics, 14 years of service 
Richard J. Reimann - Professor, 
Department of Physics, 34 years of service 
Jeffrey Schroeder - Program Head & Senior Instructor, 
Power Sports and Small Engine Repair Technology, 
28 years of service 
James D. Stack - Advanced Instructor, 
Electronics Technology, 25 years of service 
Ross E. Vaughn - Associate Dean & Professor of Kinesiology, 
College of Education, 36 years of service 
Craig M. White - Professor, 
Department of Geosciences, 29 years of service 
Jan Widmayer - Professor, Department of English, 
34 years of service 
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CEREMONIAL TRADITIONS 
The Commencement exercise is a fitting conclusion to a 
successful academic career and earning of a university degree. 
The ceremony is based on 800 years of academic tradition 
handed down from European universities of the Middle Ages. 
Commencement ceremonies, with their academic gowns, 
mortarboards, tassels, hoods and maces, are colorful, festive 
and dignified. It is a ceremony recognizing the successes of 
the University and the students who merit degrees. 
ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The academic procession is a featured part of the 
commencement program - a symbolic declaration that 
all members of the academic community are bound by a 
common purpose and shared commitment to the ideals of 
higher education, including the search for meaning, truth and 
understanding. 
The presidential party - the president, the provost, the 
vice presidents, and deans - is led by a mace bearer, who is a 
faculty member and the president of the faculty senate. 
THE MACE 
The mace, generally made of wood and clad in metal, 
was used as a weapon during the Middle Ages. The mace 
has evolved into a symbol of authority and is carried at 
commencement and at ceremonies where honors or degrees 
are to be awarded. 
ACADEMIC ATTIRE 
The caps, gowns, and hoods in the processional are 
symbolic of the Middle Ages. Because universities developed 
from church schools, both faculty and students were regarded 
as part of the clergy and wore clerical clothing based on 
monastic dress. 
The traditional hat developed from the skull cap worn in 
cold weather. In Europe, a bonnet with tassel is still worn, but 
in America it has been replaced by the mortarboard cap or 
tam with tassel. The bachelor's gown, with its long, pointed 
sleeves, is worn closed. The master's gown has an oblong 
sleeve open at the wrist; the rear section is square cut. The 
doctor's gown often was furred, a decoration that survives 
today as the velvet on the front and sleeves. 
The tassel colors seen in the processional correspond to 
the field of study. 
THE MASTER'S HOOD 
The academic hood was originally worn over the head 
in bad weather. Now, it is added to the apparel of those with 
master's and doctoral deg~ees . 
The colors on the hoods represent two things: the 
wearer's Alma Mater and the department of learning. The 
lining of silk is in the colors of the college or university 
granting the degree. The trimming of velvet is the color that 
represents the departments of learning in which the degree 
was obtained. 
The master's hood presented by Boise State University's 
Graduate College, displays a blue and orange chevron, 
denoting the University's colors. The color of the velvet 
border represents the field of study in which the degree 
is awarded. 
Agriculture ..... ... ........ ........ .. ........ ........ ......... Maize 
Arts, Letters, Humanities .. .. ........ ........ ...... .. White 
Business Administration.... .. .............. .. ........ .. Drab 
Dentistry ...................................... .................. Lilac 
Economics .... .... ...... .................................. Copper 
Education ...... ........ ...... ...... ........ .. ......... Light Blue 
Engineering ................................... ............ Orange 
Fine Arts, Architecture ................................ Brown 
Forestry .......... .... ........ ...... .. .......... .............. Russett 
Home Economics.... ............................. .... Maroon 
Journalism..... .... .... .......................... .. ...... Crimson 
Law .. ... ........ .. .. ...... ... ......................... .. ........ Purple 
Library Science........................................... Lemon 
Medicine ............... .......... .............. ... ............ Green 
Music .... ................... ..... ................ .. ............... Pink 
Nursing ...... .......................... .... ..... .... ... ..... Apricot 
Speech ............ .. .......... .... ...................... Silver Gray 
Pharmacy ............................ .. .... .... ..... Olive Green 
Philosophy .............. .. .. .. .... .............. .... .. Dark Blue 
Physical Education ................ ...... .. .. ..... Sage Green 
Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue 
Public Health .. .. ...... .... ...................... Salmon Pink 
Science................... ...... .... ...... ...... .. Golden Yellow 
Social Science/Social Work .. ; ....................... Citron 
Theology ............ ...... ........ .. ............ ....... .. .. .. Scarlet 
Veterinary Science......................................... Gray 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Guests and family members must remain in the seating areas during the entire ceremony, including the processional and 
recessional, and will not be allowed on the arena floor. 
Elevators are available at Entrances 1 and 2. 
For medical emergencies or care, please check with ushers. 
Immediately following the ceremony, faculty and graduates will proceed in the recessional through the Honor March to 
the reception on the Intramural Field adjacent to the Arena and the Appleton Tennis Center. Each college will have a specially 
designated area where family and guests can meet graduates. 
The Boise State University Spring Commencement ceremony will be broadcast on Channel 11, Public Access TV on 
Saturday, May 23,2009, at 10:00 a.m. and on Sunday, May 24,2009, at 2:00 p.m. 
The Boise State University Bookstore will be selling DVD's of the ceremony beginning in June. Additional information 
can be found on their website http://www.boisestatebooks.com/. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
The Recessional music, "Golden Jubilee," was composed by Dr. Mel Shelton, Professor Emeritus, for Boise State 
University's 50th Anniversary (1982). 
The Commencement Committee expresses its special appreciation to John Carpenter of John Carpenter's Flowers for 
providing the flowers for the ceremony; Noah Bard of PSI and his crew for furnishing the audio/visualllighting for the 
ceremony; and Leslie Pass, Ron Janeczko and the Taco Bell Arena staff whose hard work and dedication make the ceremony 
run smoothly. 
A special thanks goes to Dr. Richard Klautsch, Chair, Department of Theatre Arts, and Ann Klautsch, Special Lecturer, 
Department of Theatre Arts, for the monumental task of reading the names of each graduate. 
Music is under the direction of John King, Director, Boise State University Symphonic Winds. 
The Boise State University Meistersingers are under the direction of Dr. Phil Theodorou, 
Members are Anna Babichenko, Micha Boettiger, Jonathan Collins, DeAnn West Degutis, Mallory Di Bartolo, Blake Echols, 
Elisa Egli, Melody English, April Farlow, Kalena Fleming, Maria Gubbels, Tiffany Hernandez, Brittany Hoff, Natalie Hoover, 
Katrina Knight, Kelsey Knight, Thaddeus Marks, Rachael Montoya, Krista Nielsen, Kristine Nunes, Aric Pena, Reid Peterson, 
Natalie Pulu, Derrick Race, Joshua Ray, Nicole Ridgeway, Roderick Royce, Patrick Scott, Coralee Sharp, Natalie Seid, Michael 
Stear, Jacquelyn Walker, and Justin White. 
The honor color guard is provided by the Cadet Bronco Battalion, Army ROTC, Boise State University under the 
direction of SFC Chris Gill. Color guard members are CDT Lilly, CDT Lindsay, CDT Emge, and CDT Matuszyk. 
City of Boise Police Pipes and Drums consists of Boise Police Officers and volunteers. They are under the direction of 
Rich Fuhriman. 
Boise Police Honor Guard members are Jered Bish, Casey Hancuff, Mike Riley, and Ron Winegar. 
DISCLAIMER 
The listing of graduates, degrees, and academic honors in the program are preliminary and subject to final degree 
requirement evaluation. The posting of the earned degree on the official transcript record in the Registrar's Office remains the 
official testimony of possession of the degree. 
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OUR JOURNEY TO DESTINATION DISTINCTION 
Destination Distinction: The Campaign for Boise State University is Boise State's $175 million fundraising 
initiative. The comprehensive campaign will transform Boise State into a metropolitan research university of 
distinction, that provides unparalleled opportunities for students, supports cutting-edge research to address 
problems locally, nationally and that improves the quality of life for all Idahoans. 
The campaign focuses on three areas: people, places and programs. Boise State's students, faculty and 
staff (people) are our motivation and our most critical resource. New buildings, labs and other facilities 
(places) will allow us to impart knowledge and share in discovery. Exceptional academics and an enhanced 
research agenda (programs) will help us to achieve distinction. 
Meeting these goals requires a broader base of support. Achieving and sustaining this level of greatness 
requires a commitment from our alumni, supporters and community partners. By enhancing the university's 
reputation, we will attract talented students and faculty and secure even better opportunities. 
Destination Distinction: The Campaign for Boise State University is spearheaded by the Boise State 
Foundation. A nonprofit Idaho organization, the Foundation is Boise State's official fundraising organization 
and also serves as the custodian for charitable investments in the university. With generous help from 
individuals, industry and foundations, we can achieve the goals of Destination Distinction and take Boise 
State to unprecedented heights. 
Boise State University Foundation 
(208) 426-3276 
http://foundation. boisestate.edu/ campaign 
THE CAMPAIGN FOR 
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY 

